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Portland
Wine and Cheese

I

Co1llpany
Presents

Bagels with our famous
cream cheese spreads.

Fruit Salads made fresh dally.
Served from 8-t tam
Monday through Saturday

~7_7_2~_~_:__7_____~______7_7_2_f~_5_2_94~

Single Vision
Frame & Lens

Bifocal FT25-FT28
Frame & Lens

$49.

$79.
Second Pair Only
$40.

Second Pair Only

Fear of heights strikes downtown
As the Portland City Council and Planning
Board try to plan the city's skyline, some businesses are getting claustrophobic. Fear of heights
struck a newspaper, a bank and a television station when interim height restrictions in their part
of town were considered June 19.
The Carr, Lynch Associates report to the planning board recommended that Congress Street be
considered the spine of the Portland peninsula,
with high buildings along the spine, and heights
decreasing toward the waterfront.
The planning board and council are currently
implementing that plan's recommendations section by section on an interim basis, lowering
ceilings in some sections of Congress Street, and
raising them in others. Businesses planning expansion in the shorter sections are not pleased.
Located a t One Congress Square, WCSH-TV is
on the shorter side of the spinal boundary. The
building must respect an 85-foot limit under the
interim proposal, while buildings across the street
may aspire to 125 feet.
Frederic Thompson, president of WC5H, told
councilors that the station is out of space, and the
only way it can grow is up - or out of town.
'Tm imploring that you include our business
in the 125 foot height limitation," Thompson said.
Maine National Bank wants more than 125
feet. It would like to grow as high as 200 feet, said
Wayne McGarvey, the bank's president. He
warned the council that if the interim height proposal was made permanent, the bank would reconsider growth plans in the Downtown area.

Guy Gannett Publishing,at390CongressStreet,
also threatened to leave town if the limits are
finalized. Currently in the 65-foot zone, Gannett
doesn't have room for its 600 employees. If limits
aren't lifted, said John Hooper, vice president of
Gannett, "It might prompt a decision to relocate
our newspaper offices and five to six hundred
people to our new 20-acre site in South Portland."
But not everyone feels the sky is falling. Deborah Andrews, executive director of Greater Portland Landmarks expressed strong support for the
height limits. She said factors besides growing
businesses on the Congress Street spine must be
considered. For example, City Hall's spire has a
striking silhouette, said Andrews, and what is
built opposite it could dwarf the spire.
She said a conservative position may save costly
aesthetic mistakes. "Recent proposals before the
planning board have demonstrated the very real
possibility that the value of this height study
could be undermined by major projects which
literally get in under the wire," Andrews said.
Besides historians, some businesses are served
by the new heights. They lie in the new skyscraping territory along the Congress Street spine.
The 230-foot Lincoln Towers complex has
gained final approval to build on the block
bounded by Congress and 'Pearl streets, Cumberland Avenue and the Franklin Street Arterial.
Also in a good spot is the Fidelity building at 463
Congress Street, which seeks a IS-story addition.
The council did not vote on the proposal.
Morga" Shtp<lrd

~

In anticipation of a July United States Supreme Court ruling on
abortion rights, Maine women rallied on F1ag Day, June 14, to
demonstrate theircomrnitment to a woman'sright to choose abortion. The Portland rally in Monument Square drew about 300
people, 90 percent of them women. Speakers read letters of
support from all four of Maine's congressional delegates and
pointed out that while pro-choice forces have been complacent,
anti-abortion forces have organized.

Wood: No gay rights ordinance
Although the Portland Press Herald reported that Portla.nd
City Councilor Barb Wood would propose a local gay /l~sblan
rights bill this summer, Wood said her comments were ~uscon
strued, and that she has no specific plans for such an ordlnanc~.
"I have absolutely nothing to say, I have no idea how to do this
a t a city level," said Wood. "Wha t I told the Portland Press Herald
reporter was that I would probably look into something later in
the year." Wood reported many phone calls supporting the idea.

Call today!

1--800--344--6552
Model homes open 9am-7pm Weekdays
9am-5pm Saturday Noon-5pm Sunday

Illegal parkers hooked harder
Already notorious for its high car-towing fees, Portland is
raising them. Portland's rates were already higher than most in
New England. Nonetheless, on June 19 the Portland City Council
approved an increase for a night-time, police-ordered tow or
snow tow from $40 to $50, and for a day tow from $30 to $40. The
rates also apply to people towed from pri~ate lots, :-vho pr~vi
ously paid whatever the tower wanted. Ordinance aSide, towing
a car without its owner's permission then demanding money to
release it is theft under state law, according to District Attorney
Paul Aranson. The strictly legal procedure is for the property
owner to pay the tow truck, then sue the car owner for trespass.

~~
SHOWCASE HOMES,INC.
SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

»()IJI~ N

<.

Ooops ...

GAAifl) FROM A~J\~

Pilot recycling program begins
Curbside collection of recyclable garbage began on Peaks Island June 19. Portland
city employee A.J. Alves collected clear glass. newspaper, corregated cardboard and
high-density plastic for recycling. Regular household garbage was also collected, and
taken to Regional Waste Systems - an Increasingly expensive option. (See right)

Branch library looking for a home
g

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761·2882 Debbie Dolan

.JIJI..Y )4'IIIS'I'«

It will cost more to bum a tonof trash next year. Regional Waste
Systems, a 20-town group that runs the Portland trash-to-energy
plant, is proposing a 34 percent increase in tipping fees, bumping
the charge for dumping a ton of trash from $25 to ~33:50. T.hls
year's jump isdue to construction costs and a change m fmancmg
the plant's $85 million debt. Charles Foshay, RWS executive
director, said another increase may come next year because budgetary surpluses will be gone, and state fees for ash disposal may
take effect.

.
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37 Ocean Street, South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

Pro-choice pulls together

Cost of trash goes up

SMK't,QHP. BUT Hi)
PlACf IS Uk!; GOOI)
OU> ALBERrAS. CJ\u.
11~-S40a TIl FIND
-.::.~~ ..~, OUT ABOUf Mfijl/S,

Photography ServIce for
Amateurs & Professionals

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

A handful of slow-selling condos hit the foreclosure auction
block June 17 after Peoples Heritage Bank grew impatient with the
sluggish market. The nine Portside units on Portland Pier had
been priced from$175,000 to $325,000, but sold for just $89,000 to
$155,000. Two independent surveys released in May described a
18-month to six-year condo glut in Greater Portland.

.soiA'i, (ilIP, 811T I'M 1lJ8SHlNa (fIV HAIR ••.
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... When your rent money could be used to buy your own home.
•.• When Showcase has the most affordable homes in the state.
..• When Showcase has the best financing plans for home buyers.
... When we can show you how you can
own your own home for as little as
$15 a day!
Call Showcase Homes of Maine at
our toll-free number or stop by our
model homes on Route 4 in Turner
at Turner Plaza and Route 302 in
Naples across from Mardon Marina.
We'll show you just how easy it is
to really own your own home.

Waterfront condos, half price

~~~--------~~~@
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Growing community interest in the Burbank
Branch Library may bring about its return.
Thebeigebuildingat 14 Pleasant Ave., now the
office and home of a psychologist and his family,
was the Burbank Branch Library for 40 years
serving Deering area readers. Opened in 1940, it
was the first branch library in Portland.
In 1980, the building was sold so the library
had to leave. The Burbank Branch relocated to a
classroom at Longfellow Elementary School,
where it remained until 1985. When enrollment at
the Longfellow School increased; however, the
.school needed the room. The books were packed
up and the branch disappeared.
"When it closed, people were left wi,th the
impression that it was coming back," said neighborhood resident Virginia King. She said that

other residents lost hope or forgot about it.
Then the Friends of the Burbank Branch held a
public meeting in May, and nearly 60 .people
showed up. A search committee, made up of
library board and staff members, community
members and City Councilor Tom Allen, was
formed. The Burbank Branch Search Committee
is charged with determining the needs of the
library, looking for places to rent, buy or build on,
wrangling the cost into the city's 1990-91 budget,
developing community support and rais\ng
money. President of the library Board of Trustees
Harry Pringle thinks that the Burbank Branch
could reopen within the year.
In the meantime, the 20,000-book collection
gathers dust in a storage warehouse on Kennebec
Street.
~lly N.lson

In the June 15 issue of Casco Bay Weekly when we outlined the
debate over Tony Donovan's septic system on Long Island we
said Donovan's property once had an overboard discharge system. Donovan says his property has never had an overboard
discharge septic system, but a subsurface disposal system.

NEWS OF THE WEIRD:

,,-.-On------. Summer
Catnera SAL E
Professional classes
thru June 24
in acting for:

or One of the first petitions for exemption from the Monterey
County (Calif.) anti-smoking ordinance was filed by the sponsor
of fund-raising bingo games, who feared smokers would no
longer play if they couldn't smoke while doing :><,. The ~ponsor
was the local chapter of the American Cancer Society, which later
dropped its request, as well as the games.
or John Matlock, 35, and Pamela Sheppard, 31,. were fou~d
asphyxiated in their idling car in Matlock's garage In January m
Springfield, Mo. The couple had apparently fallen asleep after
having sex, leaving the engine running to power the heater.
or Testifying in the Goshen, N.Y., trial of a man accused of
murdering his second wife, the first wife said the man had asked
her if he could bury the second wife's body on her land, but she
said that wasn't a good idea "because I have a high water table."
Chuck Shepherd/AlterNet

~-----~-:<,,""
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• TV· FILM.
• VOICE OVER •

V

Win roles, earn income
in commercials,
industrials, film and radiO.

All fixed up sparkling
white. 4 BR's ready for
you to move in and enjoy
the Back Bay Views.
Just $92,500.
Call Chris Behan

CaUfor current class UsL
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775-6558
142 High st.
Portlan

Me 04101 Suite 6 4

RD.

so. PORTLAND. 775-4312

NEAR MALL· ACROSS FROM UPS
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BALFOUR
773-8224
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ALL BOOKS 15% OFF
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Through SUNDAY, JUNE 25

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

RET

A

KOCH & LOWY
30W Incandescent

Black

CONTEMPORARY

16 EXCHANGE STREET

FURNITURE

PORTLAND, MAINE 04101

LIGHTING

MON-WED 10-1' THUR-SAT 10-8

ACCESSORIES

SUN 12-5

207.7TS.T04!

T\-\E fiNEST I
• Special Materials Available Quickly
• Same-day Dry Mounting
• Easy Parking

774-3599
305 COMMERCIAL STREET· PORTLAND
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I 146 Ocean St., South Portland:
I Used & Out-of-Print Book. I
I
Tel. 799-~A"-~ ..I
I
I
We h!!Y bOOKKIDO.
I
"THE MOST HUMBLE
I
I SECONDHAND BOOKS HOP I
I
IN NORTH AMERICA."
I
I
I
I
I
This coupon good
for ,1.00 Off
each book of S6 or

MAXWELL'S

more.

Expires - 711189

I
~

I
I

WE HAVE ABOUT 16,000
BOOKS INCLUDINC
HUNDREDS OF CURRENT
AND OUT- Of- PRINT
MAINE ROOKS

I
I
I

Stop in for a few minutes, or
b
~
hE"

I
I

_ -'":S~ :. ~u: _DJOY,-

DISCOVER
OLD PORT'S
BEST NEW STORE

_.J

Specialty Housewares
773·7977

WHERE I'M
CAIllNGFROM

RAYMOND CARVER
$8.95

100 COMMERClAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK, JUST

NORTH OF DI MILLO'S
"A unique selection offine
products for your home from
Maine and around the world."
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....I •

<.::.I)J~OOI<S
,

On the following pages are the winners of

TABLE LAMP

$95

So come on in and browse. Indulge yourself!

I

\

555 Congress Street· Portland· 761-3930
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - THURSDAY & FRIDAY UNTIL 9PM

G

/

Sit by the window and enjoy the harbor view
as you leisurely browse through books
covering every subject imaginable .

38 Exchange St. Old Port
(207) 774-0626

Casco Bay Weekly's first Relevant Fiction
Competition. From the 52 stories entered, the
judges chose two they thought stood boldly
apart from the others. They also chose two
stories they considered worthy of honorable
mention.
The judges were: Elizabeth Cooke, author of
"Complicity" (Little, Brown/1988) and chairperson of the English Department at
Waynflete School in Portland; Gary Lawless,
author, publisher of Blackberry Books and
co-owner of Gulf of Maine Books in Brunswick;
and Barbara McGrath, author, director of the
"Celebrate Writers!!" program and a writing
teacher at the University of Southern Maine.
Publisher Mark Melnicove withdrew as a
judge, writing in explanation: "Although the
author'S names were removed from the stories,
I recognized some of the work and felt it
would be a conflict of interest for me, as publisher of The Dog Ear Press, to be a judge."
The remaining judges agreed that the best
stories delivered strong themes and strong
voices without ever making the reader aware
of the interplay between the two. "They felt as
if the stories already existed," said Ms. Cooke,
"and the creative urge got them on paper."
"The Natural Order" begins on the facing
page. "From start to finish, the best writing,"
said Mr. Lawless of this story. ''The guy is
unusual, but she doesn't push it so far that he's
not believable."
"Cat Walk" begins on page seven. Ms.
McGrath noted, "It's hard to write a story with
political overtones and yet have the characters
run the story. He pulled it off."
All three judges disagreed on the remaining
stories. Each found brilliant aspects in certain
stories, but all agreed that each of the remaining works suffered from weak voices or unfocused themes. The axiom that bad spots hurt
more than good spots help came into play and
the decision was made to award honorable
mentions rather than a third prize. Paring the
candidates to the two honorable mentions
excerpted on page nine was not much easier.
"A Trip to Portland" was selected without
the help of Ms. Cooke, who excused herself
from that one story because she recognized the
author. Mr. Lawless noted that several people
in the room felt that this story could have been
a page from their own life. Ms. McGrath called
it "mystical and cool."
''Neighbors'' was also selected to be excerpted. Ms. Cooke commented on the story's
warmth; Ms. McGrath on the way it drew her
in.
,
All of us at Casco Bay Weekly join with the
judges in thanking and encouraging each of the
52 writers who submitted stories, and we look
forward to announcing a second CBW Relevant Fiction Competition very soon.
Monte Paulsen

40A Lafayette Street, Rt 88 - Yarmouth,
ME 04096 (at Lower Falls Landing) 846-6306

\,
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The Natural Order
by Monica Wood
Last Friday when my mother mentioned,
between bites of eggplant parmesan, that the
scarlet tanager had long eluded her, Glenn
pulled one out of the 1962 Whirlpool freezer
that had come with his apartment. He presented the crimson bird, sealed in repose inside
a plastic freezer bag, on the palm of his hand.
I thought my mother would pass out. Glenn
was grinning, that grin I love, his upper lip
disappearing above his teeth.
He believed she would be pleased. He thinks
his brand of curiosity is universal.
"Where did you find it?" I asked after my
mother had excused herself. We could hear her
rustling in the bathroom, water running.
Glenn's apartment is too small and the walls are
no thicker than paint.
"On the sidewalk in front of the Channel 6
building. It must have hit the tower. Look, not a
mark on it."
It was a stunning creature, its dark wings
still sleek, but the milky eye gave it away as a
dead bird. He has others. Little bright ones with
shiny feathers.
"Don't mention the others, Glenn. She only
likes to See them when they're alive."
"I thought she'd at least be interested."
My mother, being my mother, returned to
the table as if nothing had happened and
picked at the rest of her dinner. Glenn didn't
say much for the rest of the evening, though his
eyes gli ttered, ever vigilant, from under the
visor of a red-and-white baseball cap.

years back. The bird became still instantly as
the white cotton settled over it, and Glenn
scooped it into his hands.
It was beautiful, the dark, shiny eye no
bigger than a pinprick, its feathers smooth as
fur, a brilliant yellow breast with heavy black
streaks. Glenn tried to warm it, but in a minute
or two it was dead. He wrapped it in his handkerchief and tucked it into the breast pocket of
the gray sportscoat he wears with everything.
"Just leave it, Glenn," I said. "Some animal
will get it now. It's the natural order."
He looked pained.
"It could be carrying a disease," I said.
We headed up Mellen Street.
"You're teally taking it home?"
I could see it in his face, that dreamy look he
gets. There would be no talking him out of it.
He discovered a beautiful creature in the
middle of the city, a creature that had survived
long enough to belound. He was morally
committed.
"It's just a bird," I said, but the words came
out like a wisp of stream from a kettle boiling
dry, There was nothing to back me up.
He bought a field guide that afternoon,
flipping through the pages for the bird's true
identity. It was a magnolia warbler. With a
ruler he measured it beak to tail, then spread
out its wings and measured the wing span. He
looked up other facts: nesting habits, life
expectancy, diet. Now that he knew this bird
there would be no giving it up. Cold storage
was the logical solu tion.

The Shoes of
If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be \l\learing
them now.

337 Forest Ave,- Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601
Huge Inventory, expert fiNing. mollorder nationwide, complete repair service.

•Simply the best place to buy Biri<enstock footwear'

.a..
•• 'llistnhlisl'fltt.ettt
>00

My mother considers herself a bird watcher,
She tramps through meadows and marshes on
Audubon field trips, whipping her twohundred-dollar binoculars to her face every
time the trip leader says to look. She has seen a
white-phase gyrfalcon in Pennsylvania, trumpeter swans in Montana, a harlequin duck on
the coast. What surprises me is the birds she has
not seen, birds non-watchers could find in a
garden or backyard if they cared to look. In that
sense Glenn is the bird watcher and my mother
is not.
She took me on one of her bird trips last year.
We were looking for shore birds in Cape May,
New Jersey. It was uncomfortable and hot, and
I hated the bugs and miles of wet grass. And
there was something about all those people
with big black appendages stuck to their eyes
that made me feel foolish. My mother had
invited Glenn to come with us - a rare gesture
of good will - but I didn't bother to relay the
message. He would have been inspecting the
swamp grass or watChing a shift in the cloud
cover, in any case far away every time someone
shouted "I see on,e!"
He can't leave anything alone. It took him
seven years, full-time, to get through college
because he majored in too many things. He sees
nothing wrong with not making up a mind .
The bird thing started a year ago. We were
walking in Deering Oaks Park near the duck
pond when we noticed something yellow
moving erratically on the grass. 1 jumped back,
thinking it was a giant insect, but Glenn recognized it as an injured bird. He threw his handkerchief over it, a trick he knew from a zoo job

USED. SCARCE.

Glenn and I will turn thirty this year. My life
is finally taking shape, making the shapelessness of his life conspicuous by comparison. I
got two promotions last year. I bought a condominium off Brighton Avenue, an airy two-story
with a grassy back yard. Glenn is still on the
hookers' end of Deering Street in a two-room
apartment that hasn't seen a paintbrush in
twenty years. I should have known better than
to have my mother there for dinner, but I
thought it important for her to see that Glenn
has a stove that works. In a life like his you
have to go for the small things.
"What else does he do?" people ask me. He
is tall and reedy, they think he must be a
dancer.
"Nothing," I tell them. "He's content."
Right now he's a projectionist at a cinema in
South Portland. He's had seventeen jobs in the
last six years, doing each one exclusively,
devotedly, until he gets good enough and his
curiosity is sated. Then he looks for something
else. He carries membership cards for five
unions. He always wears a hat, ready to move.
Even his walk is Shapeless: he gangles along,
loose and lanky, propelled by moving parts that
operate independent of each other. No pattern,
just pure walking. Next to him I must look
prim. My life must look like cement.
I will miss his arms around me. I will miss
the chameleon-like nature of his mind. And at
night. He is searching and luminous, pure love.
It is impossible to escape his light. There are
CONTINUED on next page
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CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II

NARRATED EXCURSIONS DEPARTING 8
TIMES DAILY FROM LONG WHARF
10 am to 11:30
Lobster Fisheries and
Istand History Cruise

1:30 to 3:00
Lighthouse and
Shipwreck Cruise

12:05 to 12:55
3:30 to 5:00
Lunchtime Harbor
Naturalist Cruise
Cruise
5:30 to 7:00
Portland Headlight
Cruise

Sunset & Harhorlight Cruise
Sunday, June 25, 7:30·10 p.m.
• • •• • •••

One Long Wharf· Portland • 774-3578

Specializing in Homemade

FRESH
PAS

S~_~
COMPLETE MEALS YOU CAN PREPARE
IN 5 MINUTES!
WE ALSO SERVE PREPARED
LUNCH & DINNER
EAT IN I TAKE OUT
58 MARKET STREET. OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon.-Sat. 11-8. Sun Noon-6

times when I don't like to feel that exposed.
The day after the eggplant parmesan I met
my mother for lunch in town. She dipped fried
clams in butter with the tips of her thumb and
forefinger, her hand spread out like a fan. After
she popped the last one into her mouth, she
licked her fingers daintily and glared across the
table.
"So what's this business with the frozen
birds?"
"He just finds them. When he finds them he
can't leave them, " I tried to explain. '1f they're
relatively unscathed, freshly - you know dead. If they have some dignity left. If they're
still birds. He feels obligated."
"They? There are more?"
"A couple," I lied. He has eight.
"What does he plan to do with them? Have
them stuffed? Perhaps he'd like to be a taxiderInist now."
"He likes what he's doing, Mother."
"Susan, please. Don't you think this bird
thing is a little strange?"
"He doesn't go around looking for them. It's
as if they find him. They're really quite beautiful,
Mother. You can Only get colors like that in
nature."
She gave me one of her looks.
"I love him, Mother. I can't help it."
But I hild already made my decision.
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get me to say what I really mean: You didn't
tum out the way I expected. You aren't enough
like me. Or anybody.
"Maybe I used the wrong word." I can admit
that much. "Maybe I meant permanence. You
have no sense of permanence."
His eyes are the color of jade. Sometimes
they look more blue, less arresting.
"You don't own anything except that bicycle
of yours. One of these days you're going to get
killed on the bridge. If we had kids you'd be
dead before they reached kindergarten. Most
people your age drive a car."
"I wear a helmet. I could buy a car if I
needed one."
,
"That's another thing, you don't need
anything. It's as if you're afraid to put down
roots. Have you ever noticed that you always
wear a hat?"
He tosses his hat on the grass, reaches out,
squares me by the shoulders.
"I embarrass you. I know that."
"Glenn." I lay my hand on his chest. I feel
cool and shaded, his arms branch around me. I
imagine how a dying bird must feel in his sweet
hands.
He whispers, "Isn't loving you enough?" and
my silence cuts him away, burning a deep space
between us.
My mother is trying to sound sympathetic.
"He's a nice boy, I always thought so.
Perhaps this will help him find direction."
"No it won't, Mother. Glenn isn't going to
change. I don't think he should."
"I always thought he was odd," my mother
says. "Not that I didn't like him. What's not to
like?"
"Nothing. It's a comfort, knowing someone
like him exists."
I take my keys from her kitchen table. "I'm
gOing."
To his place. To leave him.

Last night I saw him riding his bicycle across
the Million Dollar bridge. I was in my car,
going the other way. I tapped my hom but he
couldn't hear me. He was on his way to work,
his helmeted head facing into the wind, a
Celtics cap flapping out of his back pocket.
Through the flush of traffic I watched him on
the other side, bobbing dangerously over the
grating, already concentrating on the ticking of "
the movie reels, or the hush of the dark theater,
whatever it was that attracted him this time.
It's over in minutes. He doesn't beg or try to
When he was a picture framer he was dra wn by make me feel guilty. On the way home I pull
the things people chose to frame, and the
into Deering Oaks to cry. I get out of the car and
process was compelling, too: the colors, the
lean against the door, the big oaks meeting in
thickness of wood and metal, how little it took
dark fingers over my head. The relief I expected
to make a great difference. From mediocre to
does not come, just an empty space that my
magnificent was such a small step.
heart has not yet decided how to fill. I stare at
We passed each other at the Inid-point of the my hands, twisting the end of my scarf in my
bridge, and I thought of the word problems I
fingers, watching the spots of sun through the
used to hate in math, moving objects passing at
branches tum the blue cotton into dark and
different speeds. It suddenly seemed important light.
to know which of us reached our end of the
It's such a tiny movement, but it catches me,
bridge first. I wa tched him in the rear-view
and before my instincts can take over and say
Inirror, but he was soon lost to me.
Don't look! I see it teetering on the grass, one
I have to leave for exactly the reasons I want
wing held out, awkward, crooked, doomed.
to stay. The birds, for instance. There is someIt is reddish, streaked over the belly, small.
thing noble about his instinct of preservation.
Glenn would say its name. He knows the field
It's a restoration, holding onto their bird-ness.
guide front to back. My mother would have to
Refusing to accept the natural order. It's an act
look up, double check, compare, get another
of hope. Two years ago I would have loved him opinion. It's just a park bird, nothing special. It
for it, but now it seems futile. A little foolish.
is trying to flee, zigzagging over the ground like
There are more important things.
a wasp.
"Like what?" he asks.
I can't believe it's a bird, a bird that will be
We are sitting on the back steps of my
dead in minutes or hours, that I'm the one who
condominium, looking down into a man-made
has found it. This injured creature and I on the
frog pond without frogs. The water is clean and same square of grass is a dilemma that I am not
clear. The manger tries to keep ducks but they
equipped for.
won't stay.
I kneel on the ground, watching its tortuous
There are five or six young poplars. And the
hopping, wishing I krlew for once the right
hum of Brighton Avenue is broken by gigantic
thing to do. The red deepens to purple as the
hedges that surround the complex. It's nice.
bird lurches into a strip of sunlight.
"Like setting up, that's what. Like getting
I watch, as still as a held breath, until the
married someday, having a family."
bird forgets my presence. It weaves its way
His hair drops to his forehead under the
toward me, unsuspecting, the dropped wing
brim of a beat-up fedora, giving him a young,
ruffling the grass. The thought strikes me:
impish look.
Maybe this one will survive; maybe it won't die
"That sounds good," he says. "A family
in my hands.
would be great. 1'd like to have kids sometime."
My body aches from holding still. In slow
"How would we support them?" I know his
motion I lift my hand to draw my scarf from
answer already and I'm infuriated in advance.
my neck. It billows over the bird, a blue canopy
"I've never been out of work, have I?"
floating down as I wait - in the thrill of a
"No./I
stopped moment, in a wholehearted, old"Then?1J
fashioned hope-against-hope - to see how it all
"Then I want some stability. This flitting
turns out.
from job to job, it isn't the way things are
supposed to go."
I know I have no hope of winning this.
MONICA WOOD is originally from Mexico, Maine. Living
Everything he says will be true but wrong.
in Portland, she was a high school teacher and counselor
"How can you say I'm not stable?"
for eight years before turning to writing full-time. Her
He speaks in the soft tone that makes me
fiction hils appeared in magazines and anthologies, among
ache. It's easy to see how he gets so many jobs.
them Redbook, Ylmkeeand North Amenom Review. The
He's smart and capable, but it's that sincerity.
germ of this story was inspired by her friend Bill Hancock,
He's so damned earnest.
from who she borrowed the peculiarity of keeping dead
He watches me, unwavering. He's trying to
birds in a freezer.

~

Cat Walk
by Tim Wooten
Quitting time on the dock.
Vinnie left the gangplank, vaulted over the
tongs of a hastily parked forklift and marched
up the Portland Pier to where it met the smooth
cobblestone of Commercial Street. He tossed his
bailing hook into the gangbox, had the Union
guy stamp his dues book, and trudged up the
short hill to Leitman's market.
A little hole-in-the-wall on Fore Street,
Leitman's Store featured salvaged canned
goods, a couple of Casco soda coolers filled
with beer and soft drinks, and an old-fashioned
refrigerator packed full of milk and cheese. The
room was divided in half by an archway
covered by a curtain, Leitman and his mother
using the back of the store and the upstairs as
living space. The whole place gave off a faint
smell of ammonia.
Vinnie took a cold six-pack of Miller's from
the cooler, deftly opened the refrigerator with
his free hand to grab a carton of milk, and
brought both items to the dog-legged counter in
front of the curtain. Putting his right hand into
the hip pocket of his green work pants, he
dredged out his wallet and pulled a five dollar
bill from it. He set the bill next to the cash
register and gazed at the odd collection of old
and new cigarettes displayed beneath the glass.
The small round shadow of a man emerged
from behind the curtain: a bald head with
unruly white curls attached to a body covered
with a white shirt and gray wool trousers
pulled almost to his chest.
"And what ... what can Meyer Leitman sell
you today? A little beer, a little milk? Some
smokes?"
Vinnie looked· again at the cigarette display,
packs of Cavaliers and King Sanos wedged
incongruously between cartons of Mores and
Virginia Slims.
"No smokes, Mr. Leitman ... I quit."
"Good boy, good for you. You know, them
new cigarettes, the ones with fancy filters - they
give you the brain cancer ... It's in one of my papers ... the government don't want us to
know ... but I know, I know ... "
The other figure behind the curtain hobbled
up to Leitman's side, an ancient, even more
jaundiced woman in a dark, ankle length dress,
her thin wisps of reddish-gray hair falling out
of bobby pins at the back of her head. She held
a spotted tabby cat in the crook of her thin,
sallow arm.
Her free hand reached over to stroke her
son's ear, revealing the tattooed numbers on
her forearm as her sleeve slipped up to her
elbow.
Vinnie held his breath for a few seconds and
looked away from the woman's arm.
"Gud boy!... Gud boy," she cooed through
false teeth while stroking her son's ear.
Leitman smiled back at her, softly leading
her back to the table behind the curtain, soothing her with a string of Yiddish words only one
of which Vinnie understood: "Mama."
The little man closed the curtain behind him
and returned to the cash register.
Vinnie took the change from the stubbyfingered hand, thanked Leitman, and headed
out the door toward Munjoy Hill and home.

Vinnie passed the Observatory, said hello to
a guy whose name he couldn't remember,
rounded the corner of his street and marched
up the steps to his half of the duplex.
He put the groceries on the kitchen counter
and brushed one of the cats off a chair, disturbing at the same time the slumbering dog under
the table. He put the beer and the Inilk in the
refrigerator, removed a can from the plastic
ring and popped the tab. He took a short Sip for
the taste and then a long one for the thirst
before collapsing onto the chair.
With a lurch and a bark, the dog moved
swiftly to the back door, then settled down as a
young, blonde woman entered the house with a
child in one arm and stroller in the other.
"Vincent! Gimme a hand ... "
Vinnie moved as quickly as the dog to the
hallway door and grabbed the stroller from his
wife's hand, collapsing it neatly and leaning it
next to the radiator with one clean motion.
"Bob Infantino was by today. You forgot the
rent!. .. Again! ... and ... and ... Vinnie, he says
we can't keep the cats any more ... "
She looked sad and confused now, nothing
like the stern face that called him "Vincent"
only a few seconds before.
''I'll go over and see him, Donna ... it's only a
couple of days ... I'll work it out. .. "
"Vince," she said plaintively, "1 can't, I just
can't, move again ... " .
She started to cry as she put the baby on the
couch.
"What's his problem with the cats? He knew
we had cats when we moved in ... "
"Vincent! Just look around! Elvis uses the
bannister for a scratching post, Zappa pees in
every comer of the house, and Tippy tore the
screen door so bad Bob's probably gonna take
the damage out of our deposit ... "
"So what do you want me to do about it?
They're your cats ... "
"Just. .. just... do something!"
Donna's crying became more intense now,
and their two year old, picking up her mother's
cue, began to cry as well. Vinnie tried to move
to pick the baby up, but Donna moved to
counter him and snatched her to her breast.
Turning with the child toward the window and
away from Vinnie, Donna sobbed with a purposeful defiance.
Paralyzed for a minute, he pulled an elastic
from his pocket and fashioned a ponytail from
his shoulder-length hair as he stormed angrily
out the front door.

Infantino was sitting on the porch of his
house in an oversized wicker-backed rocking
chair, nurSing a glass of iced-tea and a cigar.
"I brought the rent check, Bob ... I'm sorry
it's late ... "
Bob gestured to Vinnie to come into the
house and sat him down at the kitchen table.
The huge man reached for a glass from the
cupboard and poured Vinnie a glass of tea that
he really didn't want. Vinnie took the check
CONTINUED on next page
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from his shirt pocket and handed it to the
landlord as if in payment for the tea, feeling
humble and stupid.
They talked. Or rather, Bob talked and
Vinnie listened. The gravel-voiced man filled
him in on his troubles with the gas company,
attacked the press for giving Nixon a raw deal,
and finally, set forth a laundry list of complaints about his oldest daughter who was
running around with a "bunch of weirdos" in
Boston.
Vinnie nodded sympathetically to all this
while crossing and uncrossing his legs uncomfortably over and over again.
Finally, the phone rang. Infantino picked it
up and listened, tapping his foot impatiently
while making "uh-huh" sounds spaced between short periods of silence. Then he put the
phone back on the cradle and cursed softly.
"Gotta go unplug Kelly's toilet."
"Can I help, Bob?"
"Yeah," said the landlord with a wink.
"Don't be late with the rent next month, okay?"
Vinnie said goodnight and left by the back
door. Bob never did mention the cats. Not once.
Walking back home with the damp-salt smell
of the night fog in his nostrils, Vinnie wished he
had a cigarette. A little courage and a cigarette.
At home, Donna was asleep. Vinnie took off
his shoes and crept up the stairs to the baby's
room. He took his daughter's thumb out of her
sleeping mouth and kissed her warm cheek
gently.
He padded back down the stairs to the
kitchen, heated up the leftover meatloaf,
washed it down with the rest of the can of flat
beer, and put the Rolling Stone's "Black and
Blue" on the stereo. He turned the volume way
down and listened to the words:
"Oo-ooh, Daddy you're a fool to cry... "
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At noon, the gang broke for lunch at Eddie's
Shamrock, griping between bites of steamed
clams and sips of beer about the surly timekeeper and the smell of the seed potatoes they
were loading.
When they got back, they found the winch
broken, a small band of mechanics fighting with
each other over the best way to fix it: hand
loading would be the lpngshore fate the rest of
the day.
Vinnie pushed, lifted, punched and hooked
his way through a mountain of Aroostook
County produce for six morebours. By day's
end he had worn out two pair of gloves and a
bailing hook, along with his back and his legs.
He was not sorry to see the day end.

glass jewelry
necklaces / bracelets I earrings I
pins I bolo ties / fun stuff.

Bicycles

85 Pleasant St., Brunswick

The morning shape-up on the pier was thick
with guys wanting to work. Vinnie muscled his
way through the crowd of casual labor guys
into -the front of the gang with the other union
members.
Tony the Business Agent was arguing with
the Murphy brothers, the two of them still
clearly drunk from the night before.
"No drunks! You can hold a card in this Local
for forty years for all I care, but y'ou ain't
working if you ain't sober, get it? You guys
come back when you ain't got Irish Flu no
more, okay?"
The Murphys staggered back to the outside
of the shape-up and sat down on an old crate,
glaring at Tony while he passed out the brass
work tickets to the men who would be working
that day.
Vinnie took his brasso from Tony's hand and
read the number stamped on it. No brasso, no
number. No number, no pay.
"Vinnie, don't never be no drunken bum like .
those Murphys. They was good men once, but
not no more. This local don't need a bunch of
drunks screwing it up for everybody else, see?"
He took the admonishment, put his brasso in
his pocket and headed down with the gang to
begin work.

II!C MILK STREET / ao? 772-BC72
PDRTLAND MAINIi 041D1

His wife was waiting for him at the door
when Vinnie got home.
"I did it, Vinnie. I got rid of the cats ... "
"You what?"
"I took them to Dr. People's and gave him
fifteen bucks."
CONTINUED on next page
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Excerpt from

A Trip to Portland

, .....................•••..•........•.

by Jason Fifield
The sun will rise at around five and the sky
is already lightening a bit. I'm really looking
forward to it. It's been a while since I've seen a
sunrise.
We stop for coffee at a Dunkin' Donuts near
Exeter. I went to school in Exeter and the place
in pretty familiar. There's an old man with a
blue jacket sitting on one of the stools. He's
drinking coffee from a big styrofoam cup and
smoking filterless Lucky Strikes. I used to see
this man here when I was in high school, five
years ago. He is wearing the same jacket and he
doesn't look any older.
Charlie gets a coffee and a half-dozen
Munchkins. I order the same.
"That's good," says the middle-aged lady
after I order. "We don't sell Munchkins by the
half-dozen."

We take our food back to the car and get
back on the highway. It's ten past four.
We are in Maine when the sun comes up.
Charlie and I look out the window and watch it
rise over the frost-covered fields. There's no one
else on the highway to share this, and that
makes it even better. We feel like we're the only
people in the world to see the sun. Charlie says
"Wow_" I just nod my head.
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Excerpt from

Neighbors
by Amy Belding Brown
The shadow of her trailer stretches across the
garden and the tall weeds, longer and longer
toward the woods, toward the house. She steps
back from the window. She watches the skylights glow red. She sighs, wishing the house
weren't there. She liked watching the sunset
gild the white birch trees that used to cluster on
the little rise where the house sits now. And
she's stood at the sink so many mOrnings,
watching the sun come up over the trees right
where the black, skylight-spangled roof is.
All afternoon, the smell of macaroni and
cheese fills the trailer. Bella is uneasy about
taking the casserole to the new neighbors. On

CONTINUED from previous page

Vinnie just stared at her, not sure of what to
say.
"Donna, Infantino didn't say one word about
the cats ... "
"It doesn't matter. It's done."
Vinnie moved to the couch and sat beside his
daughter, angry, confused and a little scared.
He thought about the cats, how they were hers,
how he never really wanted them, how much
he wished his wife hadn't done this thing. He
was tired, he didn't want to think about it,
knowing full well that he could think of nothing else.
She was right, it was done. Finished.
When Vinnie slipped into bed that night, he

her walk this morning, she saw the New York
license plates on the big, silver car parked in
front of the garage. Bella doesn't know anyone
from New York. She's nervous about meeting
people who are probably rich. But she will go
anyway. They're her neighbors now and she's
always been a neighborly woman.

GALLERIES

AMY BELDING BROWN grew up in Vermont and first
came to Maine in the 1960s to attend Bates Co/lege. She

Annette and
Rob Elowitch
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-5011

returned two years ago and settled in Freeport with her
husband and their four young children. She said that after
"putting it off a while" she started writing seriously one
yl!llrago.

placed his arm around Donna's sleeping body
with his belly attached like fear to the small of
her back. Her body felt distant.
He slept fitfully, dreaming of sallow tigers
branded with numbers, being led up ramps into
boxcars by uniformed men in black, shiny
boots.
The tigers were thin, horribly thin ...

TIM WOOTEN grew up in Portland during the early 1960s
and now lives in Brunswick where he is employed as
Director of Health and Safety for the Maine State
Employees Association. He has been writing fiction and
plays since his Cheverus High School days and has
attended the Stone Coast Writers' Conference at USM
Stroera/ times. He said that he once worked as a Portland
longshoreman ... "for a fl':W days."
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Seduced by the fusion fantasy
This viewpoint 15 the second of two opinIons presented In conjunction with the
planned start-up of the Seabrook Nuclear
Power Station In Seabrook, NH.
The faith in technological developments has
reached mythological proportions. Never mind
Three Mile Island, the Challenger explosion, the
Alaskan oil spill. Hope springs eternal from national laboratories and major universities where
modern-day alchemists tum dreams into press
releases. And our journalists, who should have a
more critical perspective, also seem infected with
this techno-disaster amnesia.
When University of Utah Professor B. Stanley
Pons and his British colleague Martin Fleischmann
held a press conference March 23 to announce they
had discovered a new, simple way to achieve fusion power, the only question the media posed
was: Is this really fusion? Hit was, network anchors
and science reporters continued, it would be the
answer to the energy crisis, the long-sought Holy
Grail of clean, cheap, abundant energy.
Where have we heard this before?
Most reports focused on the unorthodox presentation of this scientific discovery -at a press conference rather than through scientific journals with
peer review - and the issue of whether the phenomenon observed was really fusion. Valid concerns, indeed, but we have been unable to find a
single published or broadcast report in a major
media outlet questioning whether nuclear fusion
power is really the energy path society should
tread.
No one sought out energy policy or nuclear
industry critics for different perspectives, even
though fusion would involve radioactive materials.
Such critics are not hard to find. Dr. John
Goffman,a physicist at the University of California
at Berkeley and internationally known expert on
the health effects of radiation, and Michael Mariotte of the Nuclear Information and Resource Service in Washington, D.C., both said in recent interviews that there are serious problems with the use
of fusion power.
But reporters and editors nationwide regurgitated fusion enthusiasts' claims of clean, cheap and
abundant energy_ The familiar ring of this promotional jingle, with choreography by Reddy Kilowatt, should have reminded editors of the same
song and dance routine used by the nuclear industry 30 years ago, before present-day reactors bankrupted utilities across the country and brought us
TMI and Chernobyl.
The wishful fonnulation ignored a few minor
problems. For one thing, although many articles
mentioned that tritium was a productof theexperiment, almost none mentioned that tritium is radioactive-in fact, the radioactive material made notorious by recent problems in the H-bomb production process. As weapons plants have proved, the
stuff escapes easily and exposes those nearby to
radiation, increasing their cancer risk. "You can
reduce the amount of radiation," Goffman observed, "but you can't eliminate it."
In addition, fusion reactions might quickly destroy the reactor vessel they were contained in,
turning it into radioactive waste in the process.
Reports often claimed fusion would be cheap
and abundant because the Utah experiment was
fueled by sea water. In fact, it used specially processed "heavy water" costing hundreds of dollars
per gallon, and palladium -almost as costly as gold
- for electrodes. If the experiment turns out to be a
failure, as now seems likely, there are plenty of
other fusion schemes in the works that make this
one seem cheap.
For decades, the federal government's labora tories have spent hundreds of millions of dollars

yearly on fusion research. Despite this, no useful
energy output has yet been demonstrated. But like
past govemmentinterest in nuclear fission, present
government concern with fusion has to do with its
military applications. If political pressure finally
brings an international ban on nuclear weapons
testing, laser fusion will provide the Defense Department with the ideal tool for small-scale "legal"
weapons testing. Fusion could provide a way of
efficiently making plutonium and tritium for nuclear weapons. Additionally, all those Star Wars
weapons will need enonnous amounts of power in
a package light enough to be lofted into space, and
fusion might prove to be just the ticket.
Even worse than thesillyparrotingofthe"cheap,
clean, and abundant" jingle were the pieces by
journalists who tried to flesh out the social significanceof a successful fusion discovery with futuristic visions that were more science fiction than science reporting.
For example, San Francisco Chronicle science
writer Charles Petit, two days after the Utah announcement, wrote: "To wean the world from the
fossil fuels- gas, coal and oil- would mean an end
to offshore drilling and smog in cities. Worries
about climate changes from carbon dioxide, which
comes from burning fossil fuel, would recede in an
era of fusion energy."
In an attempt at journalistic criticism, San Francisco Chronicle 1V critic John Cannan reviewed
network news coverage of the Utah press conference, rating newsrooms on how well each understood the world-historical importance Carman gave
the item. In the process Carman waxed: "The economical use of nuclear fusion could end humanity's reliance on fossil fuels, obliterate the greenhouse effect, eliminate threats of nuclear fission
accidents, tum the Middle East into a noisy backwater in world affairs, provide the world with a
safe, virtually inexhaustible supply of energy and
even make air fit to breathe in Los Angeles."
Yessiree, and further research suggests fusion
power will soon cure herpes and end class struggle.
These flights into fantasy would be amusing if
they didn't affect social policy. Already fusion
power is receiving much more government research and development than solar and energy
conservation technolOgies, although these are renewable, non-polluting and could become economically feasible in the near future. As Michael
Mariotte observed: "Fusion is not the source of
limitless energy, solar power is."
And rising the crest of publicity for "fusion-in-ajar," the Utah state legislature has appropriated $5
million to support further fusion research, Utah
Congressman Wayne Owens has introduced a bill
to establish a $100 million National Fusion Research Center at the University of Utah and at a
Congressional hearing April 25, UniversityofUtah
officials asked the federal government for $25 million to develop commercialization of their process.
The fusion con is a vicious circle: the govemmentdumpsbillionsinto fusionresearchand almost
nothing into alternative energy sources like solar
power. The energy oligarchies, seeking to maintain
their power over power, and scientists, seeking
funding and recognition, promote fusion's potential. Reporters, then assuming fusion to be the only
promising game in town and wanting to appear on
top of the latest, do their part to hype it further.
This in turn generates more wishful thinking
and more funding and more disastrous policies.
Workers of the Fourth Estate are doing their readersa disserviceif they don't approach these matters
more critically.
Steve Stallone wrote this viewpoint together with Bob Van
Scoy. Both are former editors of It's About Times, an antinuclear newspaper. Their criticism was first presented in the
San Francisco Bay Guardian.
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• Atlanta rockers and
college radio favorites, the
Swimming Pool Q's, take the
stage at the Tree Cafe tonight.
Opening for the Q's is Pilgrim
Souls. The Tree is located at
45 Danforth St. in Portland.

'( r}'

'1/

Vietnam and it premieres
tonight at the Center for the
Arts, 804 Washington St.,
Bath. The play was read by
Portland Stage Company in
its New Playwrights' Series,
bu t this is the first time it has
• Thorn Watson's play,
"Rules of Engage- been performed in its entirety. Watson is from Bath
ment," is
and
he's been on hand to
about naval
aviators oversee the production. He
was a bombardier and the
in
play is based in part on his
own experiences in Vietnam.
Performances are at 8 p.m.
tonight, tomorrow and next
weekend. Tickets are $10/$8.
For more information, call
442-8455.
• Another play
opening tonight
at the Theater
Project in
Brunswick
looks at taking
risks in relationships.Terrance
McNally's play,
"Frankie and Johnny
in the Claire de Lune,"
is about a love affair
between two New
Yorkers in their 4Os,
who are working
at what might
be their last
chance
at love.

Suze Allen
and Michael Gepner
star In "Frankie
and Johnnie
In the Claire de
Lune, H opening
Friday, June 23
at the Theater
Project in
Brunswick.

Performances are ThursdaySaturday at 8 p.m., Sunday at
2 p.m. Tickets are $10/$8. For
more information, call 7298584.
• Three days of new vaudeville entertainment begin
tonight as part of the eighth
annual New England Vaudeville Festival this weekend in
Gardiner. The festival begins
at 7:30 p.m. in the Little
Theater at the Gardiner Area
High School with the fivemember troupe, The Wright
Brothers, performing a mix of
mime, music, circus acts and
juggling. All day tomorrow
there is outdoor entertainment on Gardiner common.
The festival concludes Sunday with a Waterfront Celebration on the banks of the
Kennebec beginning at 1 p.m.,
including a vaudevillathon,
patterned loosely on a triathlon and judged by members
of the audience. The festival
ends with a "Fire Show" of
fire eating and fire throwing
followed by a fireworks
display. All events are free
except the Friday evening
performance. For more
information, call 582-3119.

• SMVTI hosts the Spring
Point Festival today, kicking
off with the Jackson BrookMaine Savings Bank Run at
8:45 a.m. (Interested runners
should register ahead; call
799-3381 for more information.) The day's activities
include a parade, helicopter
rides, a crafts show, and performances by Rick Charette,
Heart of Gold, Tim Sample
and Schooner Fare. Admission is free.
• American Ballet East performs two new full-length
ballets at the City Theater in
Biddeford, an adaptation of
Humperdink's opera "Hansel
and Gretel" and a work choreographed to the music of
Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto. The dancers are accompanied by their own orchestra
and Richard Vanstone, the
assistant concertmaster and
conductor of the PSO, plays
the violin for the Mendelssohn concerto. Shows are
at 2 and 7 p.m. For ticket information, call 878-3031.
• The Turtle Island String

includes Shakespeare's "All's
Well That Ends Well': William
Wycherly's "The Country
Wife" and Timothy Wheeler's
dramatizations of Hugo's
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." Performances are
tonight through Sunday and
July 5-6 at 8 p.m. at the
Theater at Monmouth, located on Main Street in the
village of Monmouth. Tickets
are $8.50-$13. For more information, call 933-9999.

Quartet blends tradition with
the untraditional as they
transcribe a diversity of
American music - bluegrass,
jazz and folk - for the string
quartet. The quartet performs
tonight as part of the "Big
Sounds From All Over" series
at the Portland Performing
Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $13 and are available at
the PPAC box office, 7740465.

• Wolfe Neck State Park in
Freeport wraps up their
spring nature walk series
with a walk entitled "Ospreys
Up Close." A spotting scope
will be set up at the park to
view ospreys on Googins
Island, right off the coast. The
walk begins at 2 p.m., departing from the benches at the
end of the second parking lot.
Park admission is $1 for
adults, and free for seniors
and children under 12. For
more information, call 8654465.
• The New Gloucester Historical Society offers a country gardens tour today, noon4 p.rn. Tickets are $5 and are
available at the New Gloucester town hall from 11:30
a.m. the day of the tour.
"Gardenings Without Pesticides," a lecture given by a
member of the Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners

• Comedy comes to town
as IT Tom Clark takes the
stage at Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. The comedian
shares the bill with Maine's
musical comedians The
Wicked Good Band. The
2 p.m. in New Gloucester. For Oaks beginning July 6.
show begins at 9 p.m. For
more information on either of
more information, call 773these events, call 926-4222.
6886 or 775-2494.
• The State Street Traditional Jazz Band performs
their monthly benefit concert
for the Nu-Voice Club, a
• Live music is presented
group of people who have
each Wednesday at Zootz, 31 had laryngectomies for cancer
Forest Ave., Portland. Toof the vocal chords. Tonight's
• The" American Masters"
night, Big Dipper, a Boston
concert is 7:30-10 p.m. at the
series, which highlights
rock & roll band with memState Street Church, 159 State
Americans in the arts, begins
bers of Dumptruck, Volcano
St., Portland. Suggested donaits fourth series on MPBN
Suns and The Embarrasstion is $5.
television with "Broadway's
ment, play their blend of dis• Verdi's" Aida" is another
Dreamers: The Legacy of the
tortions with a melody.
opera
about a nasty love
Group Theatre" hosted by
Darien Brahms opens. For
triangle
that leaves everyone
Joanne Woodward. Tonight's more information, call 773involved
either miserable or
episode offers interviews
8187.
dead. This love story is set in
with surviving members of
Egypt in the time of the
this theatrical group from the
Pharaohs.
Aida is the
1930s. "American Masters"
Ethopian
slave
to the Pharairs Mondays at 9 p.m.
aoh's daughter with gumption enough to lust after her
mistress' man. Verdi's opera
• Larry Shue's comedy,
"Wenceslas Square," is about is the first in the Surry Opera
Company's
theater artists in Prague
summer
before and after the uprising
• Performances in the outof 1968. The play
doors. Portland Recreation's
opens the
"Summer in The Parks" series
Theater at
continues with a free concert
Monmouth's
by Maine folk favorites Derepertory
vonsquare at 7:30 p.m. in
season,
Deering Oaks Park. Concerts
which also
in Deering Oaks continue
through the summer on
Tuesday evenings (except
July 4, when Chandler's Band
plays in Fort Allen Park).
Chandler's Band performs
each Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
Fort Allen Park beginning
July 13 and performances for
children will be given at 12:30

_ _ _ _p.m. on Thursday in Deering

CHAMBER MUSIC MEETS JAZZ!
JUNE 21·25

Portland
Wine and Cheese
Company
BOSTON

DIPPER
with special guest

DARIAN BRAHMS
9 to 1 • FULL BAR • 21 PLUS
WED 7/5 ED'S REDEEMING aUAUTIES • THURS 7/6 MANUFACTURE

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187
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TURTLE ISLAND
STRING QUARTET
Saturday, June 24th
8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickets $13 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music
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Ne><. Concert: South Ar1e'lCaJ1 Muse Fest'lil!!
Sat. July 8 Grupo Forta~za & Yes Brazil Sun. July 30 k.d. lang

10 EXCHANGE ST.
LOWER LEVEL· OLD PORT

performances at The Concert
Bam in Surry. The opera is
performed concert style
without costumes and props.
Performances are tonight and
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
are $10, $8 for seniors and $6
for people under 18. For more
information, call 667-9551.
• The Bowdoin Summer
Music Festival begins tonight
with a performance of Schumann's "Marchenbilder,"
Cesar Franck's Sonata in A
major for violin and piano,
and Brahm's Trio for horn,
violin and piano. The concert
series is on Fridays at 8 p.m.
in the First Parish Church,
Maine St., Brunswick. Tickets
are $10. For more information, call 725-3322.

• Music saluting America's
western frontier is being
performed at an eastern
frontier - Fort Williams Park
in Cape Elizabeth. The Portland Symphony's Pops series
starts tonight with a.performance of American music,
including Williams' "The
Cowboy Overture" and "On
the Trail" from Grofe's "The
Grand Canyon Suite." The
Bill Street Jazz Quartet opens
the show at 6 p.m., the concert begins at 7:30 p.m. and
the evening concludes with a
fireworks display. There are
food booths at the park and
box dinners by Foodworks
can be purchased for $7.50,
but must reserved through
the PSO by June 29. Tickets
are $10, $25 for families (two
adults, two children). For
more information, call the
PSOat
7738191.
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BOBBYSHORT-SUNDAY,JULY2
An evening celebrating the fabulo us songs of C o le Porter, George
G ershwin, Rogers and Hart . . . direct from his 21 st season at
New York's Cafe Carlyle, the Legendary Bobby Sh ort .
fie s an easily acq uired taste - like

cQuiar and champag ne . Like the songs
he sings and plays, Bobby S ho rt IS a
col/ecto r 's Item A nd the people who

~
CJ) .\
C

--

collected hIm are legIon fro m the
Duke a nd Duchess 0/ Wmdsor and

Euge ne McCarthy to NornlO n MaiJer
and I eontyne Price - Newsweek
In an Increasmgly inelegant world

~ Bubby S hort IS the ue ry symbol of ele -

~

gance style and an easIer way of Irfe
-TIme

~

A very rare appearance, not to be missed.
• TICKETS 527. 52!>. 523, 520 (Reserved Seating)
• RESERVATIONS & INFO: 1·800·GO·VAUEY
• WATERVILLE VALLEY RESORT; ~ESTIVAL PACKAGES ,nciud,ng .ekelS
ISlngle Rms to 5 BR Condo, from $99 per Couple) )·800·GO-VALLEY

Fri. & Sat.
June 23 & 24

B I- 9 Ch -Ief Continentals

Starting Jun~ 27

LI.tln~. mu.t be ,.c.lv.d by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publica lion
Ann Sltomer, Ca.co Bay W.ekly, 187 Clark St,..t, Portl.nd 04102
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Our Tues. Talent Night
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SILVER
SCREEN

B.tman is here. Michael Keaton is
Batman, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholsonl. ·Batman" - the
movie • is directed by Tim Burton
(·Beetlejuice·) and the sets, which in
the coming attractions distinguish
' Batman' fromothercomicstripmovies,
are designed by Anton Furst, who
designed the sets for Stanley Kubrick's
"Full Metal Jacket,· among other films.
D.ad Poet. Socl.ty Robin Williams
is both the main attraction and the least
enticing feature of director Peter Weir's
movie about a group of schoolboys in a
strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Williams) to look beyond the ordinary
and to live their own dreams rather
than conform to the expectations of
their parents and schoolmasters .
Williams' acting does little to inspire ; he
impersonates famous people of the
20th century reciting Shakespeare and
fills his eyes with water on demand
Fortunately his character gives the rest
of the story the impetus it needs to
carryon without him. Using the haunting
and mystical images that have become
his trademark, Weir makes the boys'
initiation into life, love and poetry
extraordinary.
Earth Girl. A .. Ea.y This movie is
fun for a while. Julie Brown's song
about a boyfriend of hers from outer
space whose touch was a love drug
must have been the raison d'etre for
this one . Brown's music and her movie
are a spoof of life and sex in southern
Califomia. I'd pay $6 to see the music
video version of ·Big and Stupid" again,
but then maybe the album is cheaper.
Gho.tbust.rs II At least they didn't
mess with the theme song ! The sequel
offers no surprises. There are some
good comic moments and more slime
than in the first part, but the piot and
special effects just don't live up to the
original.
H.athers Veronica has a place in her
high school's most powerful clique,
which also includes three parcels of
perfection named Heather. When a
smooth·talking , cigarette-smoking,
tequila-swilling, mildly psychotIC
adolescent moves into town and tells
Veronica that she's too good for
Heather, she falls for him and into his
scheme to kill off the school's most
popular students. Wouldn 't you?
"Heathers· is refreshing because it
doesn't take adolescence too seriously.
But by making a mockery of the
problems of troubled youth, when
something sad or mature happens in
the movie the event stands out as
important rather than as an occasion
for the mushy sentimentality so often
ass<!Ciated with growing up by other
movlS directors.

Hone" I Shrunk th. Kids and
Tummy Troubl. is a Walt Disney
double feature. The title speaks for
·Honey, I Shrunk the Kids: ·Tummy
Trouble" stars the stars of Toon Town
- Roger Rabbit, Baby Herman and
Jessica - in this fully animated feature .
Indiana .Jon_ and the La.t
Crusade The third part in the Indiana
Jones trilogy maintains the sense of
humor and adventure of the previous
installments. River Phoenix does a
good job as the adolesoent Indie and
Sean Connery lays aside his reputation
as a man of adventure to play Indie's
stolid academic father with passion.
Lightning Ov.r B .. ddock is the
Maine premiere of an autobiographical,
fantastical movie directed by Tony Buba
about a director making a movie with a
tempermental actor.
P.t Semat.ry The movie version of a
Stephen King novel, filmed right here
in the Pine Tree State . In this one a cat
gets buried in an ancient Indian burial
ground and is translormed into a ghoul.
According to most accounts, the book
is better.
Matador Pedro Almodovar's movie
about a squeamish matador wh has
visions of murders and can no longer
distinguish between his visions and
reality.

Road Hous. Patrick Swayze stars as
a Rambo·type bouncer In a roughand·tumble Missouri club. If you like
gory gun deaths, beatings, stabbings,
etc., this Hick is for you."Dirty Dancing'
it ain't.
Sc.ncNal John Hurt is enticin~ in his role
as Stephen Ward, the socIety doctor
who introduced the lovely Christine
Keeler to the Minister of War Profumo,
wh ich resu Ited in the affair that scan·
dalized Britain's Conservative Party in
the earfy '60s. A fine performance by
Joanne Whalley·Kilmer as Keeler; she
plays the ambiguity 01 her relationships
with all the men in her life wonderfully.
See No Evil, Hear No Evil For the
third time Gene Wilder and Richard
Pryor team up, and though the chemistry between the two works and though
thear talented comedians , they're saddled here with a script that isn't chock
full of imagination or imaginative characters . Wilder plays a deaf newsstand
operator, and Pryor is a blind man. Using their available senses, they witness
a murder related to industrial espi·
onage. The obligatory chase scenes
with cops and hide·and-seek with villains ensue. There are some good
chuckles here, but not as many as
you'd expect with Pryor and Wilder.

••tm_IPG.t31

Thuat 10pm
F ri-Sun aI: 10 am, 12:35, 3:20, 6 :20, 9 :15. 12
Mon·Thu at 11 am, 1:45. 4:30. 720.10
Honey, I Shrunk tho Kids .nd

Tllmmy _ubI. (PGI

No Hoi_ Barred (PGo131
1 :1 5.3:1 5, 5:15, 7:20 , 9:20 (11Yough Juno 22)

A_II·.... IAI
12:50, 3,5:10, 7:25,9:45 (lhrough J une 22)

Nickelodeon

Tomple and MIddle. Portlard
n2·9751
(no IIrso show Mon-Fri)

Oho.tb.-t... \I IPCI

1:10,1:40, 3:50. 4:30, 7, 7:30, 9:20, 9:50
Earth alii ..... Iia.y IPGI
1:40, 4:05, 7:10, 9:10
Scandal (A)
1:30, 4:20, 7:20. 9:30
S. . No EvlllAI
1:45.4:10, 7:15,9:15

St.r T,.k V They say the Enterprise
has reached The Final Frontier, but I
fear William Shatner and Leonard
Nimoy will never be Lost In Spaoe
enough for my tastes. This Star Trek
feature is the first directed by Shatner
and the fi rst Star Trek movie to find
God .. One word of warning, there are
Trekkies with their paraphemalia at the
movie theater.
Who F ..med Roger R.bblt carried
away most of the Oscars for special ef·
lects. Bob Hoskins plays a cheap detective hired by a cartoon rabbit Roger,
who has been framed for the murder of
his wife 's (the luscious Jessica)
boyfriend. The animation, and its the
interplay with the live charcters are as·
tounding .

HNth.r·CR)

1 :15. 4. 7 :10, 9 :30

JUnB 21-25

Wed·Sao at 7, 9
SaI-Sun SI 1
U!IIhtnl,.. Over ....ddock

Who Framad Aog. A.bblt IPGI
Juno 28-Ju1y 1
Wed-Sat at 7, 9
Sao mat at 1

Ohostbust.... \I (POI

7, 9, weekend mats at 1. 3

A.'" Hou•• IAI
7:15.9:15, weekend mals at 1 :15, 3:15
P.t . .mat..,. (AI
7,9, weekend mats at 1. 3
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AINE STATE
USIC THEATRE

Executive and Artistic Director

THE MUSIC MAN

f

I

Tue~

THE KING AND I
-Sat

Wed .. Fn..

Xpm
~lJn.

2:00 pm

Evening Star

~~~~:,f7.
()I'E:\S Jl 1.\ 11
Located on Beaut ifu l
BowdOin College Campus.
Brunswick. Mam e

FI.ld of D,.a.... Kevin Costner plays
Ray Kinsella, an ex·hippie Iowa farmer
who plows down a com field to build a
baseball diamond prompted by a voice
that tells him, ' If you build it, he will
come," an ambiguous enough phrase
to take on a "World· of meaning
necessary to this shallow but
entertaining movie. Shoeless Joe
Jackson, a writer who has put down the
pen , a doctor who dreamed of playing
In the major leagues, and Kinsella and
his deceased father are all given second
chance to live their dreams on the
baseball field.

Schedule subject 10 chango
Tontine Mall. Brunswick
729·5486
MovIQS are not scheduled at press time;
call ahead to confirm tImes
Field 01 Dro.- (PGI
7, 9:05

Prides Corner Drive,ln
Bridgton Rood, Weslbrool<
797-31501
Open Frlday-Sunday

Saco Drive,ln
Rou1e 1, saco
282-4386
l hrough June 22

NKad Gun (PGI
8:35 pm

P.t . . mat..,. (AI
10:20 pm

•••

JUly 29
Llttl. F.at
August 10
Tlff.ny .nd Tommy Page
August 12
V •• music, f.aturlng And.rson,
BrufOl'd,
Wakeman and How.
August 13
The Dolly Parton Show
September 24
G_rge St.. lt & HI. Ac. In the
Hoi. Band
Tickets are currentfy available at all
Ticketron outlets and at the SeaPAC
box office.
For more information, call 934- 1731 .

Thursday.
The Trade (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Treehou•• (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York,
Portland. 713-5516.
Swimming Pool
and Pilgrim
Soul. (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth ,
Portland. 774·1441 .
High Rld.r(rock) T· Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. n3-8040.
Th • .Johnny Lynch Incld.nt (rock)
Old Port Tavern , 11 Mouhon, Portland.
774-0444.
The B,..kdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 774·5246.
Loo•• C.boo •• (reggae) The Pound,
Shore Rd., Cape Neddick.

a.

Friday.
The .Johnny L,nch Incident (rock)
Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton, Portland.
774-0444.
The B,.akdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 714·5246.
Hot Prop.rty and Bad Credit (rockl
Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761 ·2506.
The Inspectors (rock) The Brunswick,
34 W. Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9342209.
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Sunday.
Big Chl.f & the Continental. (r&b)
every Sunday 5·8 pm aboard Casco
Bay Lines , departing from the Ferry
Terminal , Franklin and Commercial,
Portland. For ticket information, call
774-7871 .
B.neflt Conc.rt for the S.xual
A ••• ult CrI.l. C.nt.r in Auburn
with Schooner Fare, Melinda Liberty
Dennis Breau, Kathy Haley, Joann~
Fuller and Ken Ford (country/rock/folk)
6:30 pm at the Mul~ Purpose Cen ter
145 Birch St., Lewiston. Theeventist~
raise money for the SACC, a non·profit
organization that serves victims of
sexual assault. Tickets are $10 in
advance, $12 at the door. For more
information, call 784·5272.
Red Light Revu. (r&b) Harbor cruise
7:30·10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 772-5570.
Pop Chronicle. (rock) Old Port
Tavem, 11 Moulton, PorUand. 774·
0444.
S.vo, Truffle (rock) The Pound, Shore
Rd., Cape Neddick.
.JImmy Lyden Trio Uazz) Sundays, 5·
8 pm, EI Mirador, 50 Wharf, Portland.
871-0050.
Atlantic .Jam Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
St. , Portland. 774-1441.
Mu.lc .J..... lrish Jam Session 2~ pm
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland.
772-2739; Blues Jam Session 12~ pm
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Por~and . 774·
1441; Reggae Jam Session with Dani
Tribesman 7-11 pm Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886; Open Mike
Night at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland.
774-1441 .

Monday.
Folk Night Acoustic Jam Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Pop Chronlcl.. (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.

Roses & More Roses
Over. 100 varieti es of ready to bloom,
contamer grown roses. $5.95 - $13.95

The Most Beautiful & Best Selection
in York & Cumberland Counties.

Open House
June 23 & 24

Rose Tours

Big DlpperandD....n B .. hm.(new
music/rock) Zootz, 3 t Forest Ave. ,
Portland. n3·8187.
Cro•• fI . . (rock) T·Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton , Portland. 774·0444.
Red Light R.vue (r&b) every Wed at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-6886.
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Fri" Sat" & Sun. Sam to Spm
Mon. - Thurs. 4pm to 8pm

e:,~'"i-'EP M~4
()
~o

~

upcoming.

Nanc, William. and Ram••y
L.wl. uazz) June 30, 8 pm, The
Waterville Valley Bridge, Rt. 49, N.H.
Tickets are $20-$27. For ticket
information, call 603-236-4166.
Bowdoin Summer Music F ••tly.1
Schumann's ' Marchenbilder," Cesar
The N.lghborhood. (rock) Geno's,
Franck's Sonata in A major for violin
13 Brown, Portland . 761-2506.
and piano and Brahm's Trio for hom,
The .Johnny Lynch Incident (rock)
violin and piano are on the program
Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton, Portland.
June3O, 8 pm in the FirstParish Church
774-0444.
Maine St., Brunswick. TIckets are $10:
The B,.akdown (rock) Moose Alley,
For more information, call 725-3322.
46 Market, Portland. 714·5246.
Stat. Street T .. ditlonal .Jazz
The Inspectors (rock) The Brunswick,
Band gives a benefit performance for
34 W. Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934the Nu-Voice Club June 30, 7:30·10
2209.
pm at the State Street Church, 159
Carol & th. Charmers (rock) Mikie
StateSt., Portland. Suggested donation
O's, 646 Forest Ave, Portland. 772·
is $5.
0005.
Ind.pend.nc. Pope July 1 (pops)
Big Chl.f & the Contlnenta .. (r&b)
Portland Symphony Orchestra perform
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett, S.
Amencan musIC at 7:30 pm in Fort
Portland. 767-4677.
Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth . Bill
NI"htlif•• (r&b) Horsefeathers, 193
Street Jazz Quartet opens at 6 pm .
Middle, Portland. 773-350 1.
Tickets .are $10 , fam ilies (two adults ,
Brok.n M.n (rock) $4 Raoul's. 865
two chlldrenl are $25 . For more
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8886.
information, call 773-8191 .
The W.lkers.(newfolklrock) Dry Dock, Eighth Annual Main. Mu.lc
84 CommerCial, Portland. 174-3550.
Award Show features performers
Wild Heart. (rock) Marble Bar, 53
including The Wicked Good Band Tim
York, Portland. 773-5516,
Sample, Red Light Revue, Bellamy
The Ululators (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45
Jazz, Scott Fulsom and Greg Powers.
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Jay Leno will open the show. July 30,
Rockln .Jak. .nd the RolI.r
2:30 pm at LeWIston Raceway. Tickets
eoa.t.rs (blues) The Pound Shore
are $15 adults, $7.50 children and are
Rd., Cape Neddick.
'
available at Record Exchange, Portfand
Slald(acousticrockl Rangeley Inn, Main
or by calling 784-6457.
St. , Rangeley . 864·334 1.
Elvl. Co.t.1l0 Aug 16 in Veterans
Roy F..v_ Trio (jazz) Uttle Willies,
Park, Manchester, N.H. Tickets are
36 Market, Portland. 773-4500.
available now at Strawberries Record
Gary Wittner (jazz) Blue Moon, 425
Exchange and Ticketron. For more
Fore, Portfand. 871-0663.
information, call 603~27·8028 .
Turtl. 1.I.nd String Quart.t Gazz)
8 pm, Portland Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are
available at the PPAC box office 7740465.
'

~ORE •••

Cajun Madness with

BOOGALOO
SWAMIS

OPEN ALL WEEKEND

SUN /JUNE 25

~

Noon-7p.m.

THE BLUES JAM

NTI'C JAM

9

ATLA
NURSERY

MON I JUNE 26

Landscape Design & Installation
171 Federal St. • Alfred, Maine 04002 • 324-5211

Urban FOLK NIGHT
All Acoustic Jam with your hosts

MANNY & DARIEN
TUES I JUNE 27
New Wave Reggae With the
6'6" Mouse That Raps

EEK-A-MOUSE

dancing.
Z_tz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri : Post Modern
- all ages; Sat: latest dance music'
Sun: request night; Tue : Hip House - ali
ages. 773-8t87.
Th. Excheng. Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
Boogi. Ba.h Alcohol and smoke-free
dance first Friday of each month: July
7, Aug 4, 9:30 pm-12:3O am at Ram
Island Dance studio, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. Admission is $3.
KI •• Club Night for singies Fridays, 8
pm at the Ramada Inn, outer Congress
St., Portland. 773-1688.

JACK SMITH &
the ROCKABILL Y
PLANET
11 p.m. -

o.vonaqua .. (folk) "Summer in the
Parks' series 7 pm at the Bandstand in
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and
open to the public.
E.k-A·Mou.. (reggae/punk) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth St. , Portland. 774·
1441 .
The Sighs (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mike Night Tuesdays Spring
Point Cafe, 175 PickettSt., S. Portland.
767-4677.

Wednesday.

Five bucks • 9 p.m. sharp

Bring the family to historic Alfred to visit our p ictu resque
acre rose garde n with brick w alks, p atios and over 300
bushes in the ground and blooming!

Tuesday.

Saturday.

June 2+27
Sao-Sun mat at 3
Sun·Tue 817:15. 9

Westbrook Plaza

Plenty of parking • Happy Hour 4-6

July 2
Randy T ..vl. with
The Burch SI.t.rs

•••

The Movies

10 Excl1ango, Porlland
772·9600
....t.dor IA)

854-9116
Movies are not sd"leduled at press time;
call ahead to conlirm times
AalnM_IAI
7, 9:15, weekend mats at 1,3:15
. . . N. Evil (A)
7:15, 9:15. woekord mats at 1:15, 3:15

Treehouse

June 30 & July 1

July 1
Allman Brothers

July t 6, evening
The Portl.nd Symphony
Orche.tra

Cinema City

Fri. & Sat.

Summer Music Schedule

July 16, daytime
Cajun F•• t with Eddy Rav.n,
.JImmy C. N.wm.n,
Doug K.rs .... w .nd Rockln'
Sidney

Maino Mall Road. S Poniard
774-1022

11 :45, 2, 4:30, 1:20, 9 :40
FI.ld 01 D,. .m.IPCM31
1 :30. 4. 7. 9jo
Ind.n.... ~
and tho L••t _ c i a IPGI
12:45, 3:45, 7, 9:50

Seashore Performing
Arts Centre

Jult 15
Bob Dylan

Maine Mall Cinemas

Star1l'.k V IPG-t31

•••

July 4
St_1 Pul•• , Sugar Minott,
Marcl. Griffith.,
H.lf Pint, Sophl. G_rg., .nd
the 809 Band

•••
What's Where
(opens June 23)
1,3:10, 5 :20,7:25, 9:35
D•• d Po.t. Sodety I PG)
1 :30, 4, 7, 9:35

Carol & the Charmers (rock) Mikie
O's, 646 Forest Ave, Portland. 772·
0005.
Big ChI.f & the Continental. (r&b)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett, S.
Portland. 767·4677.
NI"htllf•• (r&b) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle, Portland . 773-3501.
Brok.n M.n (rock) $4 Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886 .
G ....ndl'. Lunchbox (rock) Marble
Bar, 53 York, Por~and . 773-5516.
The Walk.rs.(newfolklrock) Dry Dock,
84 Commercial, Portland. 174·3550.
.J.ck Smith .nd the Rockablll,
Plan.t (rockabilly) and BOO9aloo
Swamis (Cajun blues) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth , Por~and . 774·1441.
Ululators (reggae) The Pound, Shore
Rd., Cape Neddick.
Gary Wittner Gazzl Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. 871-0663.
Scott O.kl., Trio (jazz) Little Willies,
36 Market, Portland. 773-4500.
Portl.nd B .... Qulnt.t performs at
8 . pm in the Old Meeting House on
HIllSIde St. , Yarmouth. Admission is
free, there will be an intermission
reoeption with light refreshments. For
more information, call Mary Ellen
Bradford at 846·9673 or Marty
MacDiarmid at 846·5630.
Friday Folk (folk) Schooner Fare,
Kendall Morse, Glenshane and Steve
Gillette perform 8 pm. Portland Elks
Club, Outer Congress St. , Portland.
Tickets are $10 In advance, $12.50
day of the show. For more information,
call 761 -2143.
P.ul Stook., and the Bodywork.
Band (folk) 8 pm , Maine Center for
The Arts, University of Maine Orono.
For ticket information, call a81·1755.

WED/ JUNE 28
LIVE VIDEO SHOOT with

Restaurant and Tayern
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THURS/JUNE29
GHt:A T Music from Pons mourn
come to Portland for the

~A':E RENT PARTY
r~
CONCERT
GANDHI'S LUNCH BOX
BEACH COWBOYS
WOODEN IGLOO

our new raw bar
featuring steamed
lobsters and clams

THE
WALKERS
Fri. & Sat.
June 23-24

TUES/JULY4
CELEBRATE WITH

THE WALKERS
COMING:

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550
":" ."

Thurs 7/6: HERETIX
Fri 7/8: TREAT HER RIGHT
Wed 7112: MAHLATHINI &THE
MAHOTELLA QUEENS
Thurs 7/13: SCRUFFY
Sun 7/16: JOHN CALE
Tues 7/18: MIGHTY DIAMONOS
Wed7/19: 3 Gens. 01 SKA
Thurs 7/20: DAVID GRISMAN
Sat 7/22: CONCRETE BLONDE

45 Danforth St. .774-1441
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SURPRISE

BAND

I7y Sherry Miller

FRIDAY 6/23

HOT
PROPERTY
with BAD CREDIT

Annual D•• lgner. Show to benefit
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation June
23, 7:30 pm at the Woodlands Club,
Falmouth. Fashion show and dandng
. to the music of the Aed light Revue.
Tickets are $25. For more information,
call 733-0t33.
GI.nt Yard Sal. June 24. 9:30 am-2
pm atTrinity Episcopal Church, Forest
Ave. and COyle St., Portland.
Spring Point F ••t1v.1 at SMVTI in
South Portland kicks off June 24 with
thE! Jackson Brook-Maine Savings
Bank Aun at 8:45 a.m. (Interested
runners should register ahead; call 7993381 for more information.) The days
activitie.s include a parade, helicopter
rides, a crafts show, and performances
by Rick Charette. Heart of Gold, Tim
Sample and Schooner Fare. Admission
is free.
Schoolhou. . Art. C.nt.r Firat
Anniv....ryC.I.bratlon leatures
an auction, chicken barbecue and live
entertainment June 24, 1-8 pm at the
Schoolhouse Arts Center. Ats. 114and
35, Sebago lake. Tickets are $4 adults,
$2.50 for children and seniors. For
more information, call 642-3743.
Nicaragu.n Ambul.nc. B.nefit
Traditional latin American dinner
followed by a slide presentation. music
by Dan Waxman and Los Hermanos
Minsk June 24, 6:30 pm at Wood fords
Congregational Church. 202
Woodfords, Portland. $8 donation.
RSVP at 774-9775.
Mi .. Main. Scholarship Pag •• nt
will be held June 24, 7:30 pm at Portland
City Hall Auditorium. For tickets call
Cindy LeFevre at 892-8016.
Bath H.rlt.g. D.y. Entertainment,
food, sailboat rides, triathlon, ~rade,
craft fair, art under glass, Sidewalk
sales, fireman's lollies, historical
walking tour July 1-4 in downtown Bath.
For more information, call 443-9751.

8"),11'1,,-";61

THE N IGHBORHOODS
with THE

TWO SAINTS

~tI~~andTWISTED ROQli
"~~ OPEN MIKE BLUES·JAM NIGHT
LOOK FOR: VANILLA CHAINSAW
From Down Under - Sydney, Austrialia Fri. July 7th
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BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise
~98

t:J

Trading
Co. Inc.

Congress Street, Portland

~~32

Pat Owen's "Everything Is Not As It Seems."

1

~

~,.

J

/I

Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches t:..'
Rings· Stereos· TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools· Antiques· Guns' VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU
498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston

155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

"'We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

LOOKING
FOR

June 23, 24, 25 Rosa'sPortsmouth NH
June 30, July 1 Gray's WharfBoothbay Harbor, ME

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

101
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Mexican ~e5taurant
Waterin~
Hole

g:

i

It

Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
~
242 8t. John St., Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME .874-6444

a
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Union of Maine Visual Artists:

Contemporary Maine art
Running around the gaI1eries in Maine, winter or summer, rarely yields a rich view of contemporary Maine art. One sometimes sees outstanding, mature, visionary work that doesn't
look like everything else randomly appearing
among lots of conventional paintings. Even survey shows like the Maine Biennial, which is
probably extinct, don't yield a full overview.
If you wantto see a lot of contemporary Maine
art go to the Union of Maine Visual Artists Show
at Portland's West End Gallery through July
15th. The Union was founded abou t 13 years ago
by a small group of artists who felt the need for
companionship with other artists. 'They used to
meet from time to time, put on programs about
their work, and have a major art sale every winter.
Two years ago, one of the founders, Carlo
Pittore, took over the head job. He revitalized the
newsletter; he made a complete program schedule almost every Friday evening in Brunswick;
he helped start an Ellsworth (Maine) chapter; he
expanded the exhibition schedule, including
Artists in Celebration of Martin Luther King last
winter and the present show; and he witnessed
the increase in membership fromless than 100 to
its present 382 members. Pittore didn't do these
tasks alone but no doubt his energy accounts for
the great new interest in the organization. The
new President, sculptor David Brooks from
Cundy's Harbor, is steaming along in Pittore's
tracks.
I am not one of the founders, having resisted
organizations of all kinds until I passed one of
those momentous birthdays. But I've been working with the Union since I moved to Portland. It
has been a dose group and I was amazed when
I went to the gallery to review this show. Many
people must have joined the Union just to be in
the show, I kept thinking. And still many others,
like most of the Velentgas artists, the Hitchcock
artists and the Barridoff artists, were not represented in what they must consider a trade union
show.
'1 want to start a new Union," claimed foundingmember NatashaMayersatlastweek'sopening. ''This show is full of strangers 1never heard
of."
In spite of Nata sha's nostalgia (say that quickly
a hundred times) the show at the West End is
vigorous, lively and full ' of surprises. Three
hundred paintings were submitted by about 100
artists and there must be a hundred works, including sculpture, on display_ Gallery Director
Johnna Dehlinger said she chose the works by
"strength." There are so many paintings that the
viewer can look and look and find lots of surprises among the bolder works and the more
nondescript pieces.
Whether or not this is a real cross section of
Maine art, there's a lot to see, a lot of styles to
choose from and plenty of material for each individual viewer to draw his or her own condu-

sions. Go and look and note the names of artists
you like, and then keep track of them for the next
year or two.
So whose work did I1ike? Mind you, this is not
what 1am telling you is the best work or the best
artists. This is the work 1like and your list will be
different (I hope!)_ My favorite pieces, both at the
opening and on the return visit, were two canvasesbyPatOwen,formingadiptychbutalsofor
sale singly. Patisoneof the UMVA membersI've
known a while, but never seen her work. 'These
are strong powerful paintings with rich, very
dark colors illuminated by brilliant yellow. But
my own taste always favors paintings with very
dark blue and brilliant yellow. These paintings,
called "Everything is Not As It Seems" and
"Under Cover of Darkness," I find successful
because Owen uses dark and bright color, wann
and cool color, and they are both imaginativeand
trad i tiona!.
Next I liked a lively large painting by Wolcott
Dodge called "Road to Near Enough."
Three jewel-like collages by Noriko Sakanishi
offered color, design, shape, movement, glistening light. They are very different from Sakanishi's previous work. To me this indicates an
artist growing and exploring, confident and adventurous. It does not seem to be a change for
change sake, but a new experience for a skilled
artist.
Another piece that 1 liked and surprised me
was Sylvie Jolovitz' "Three Continents." These
are thr~imensional painted collages mounted
in deep plastic box-frames. Once again I had no
idea that Sylvie's work looked like this. Reading
the labels was a continual surprise in this show.
Among the good but poorly lit sculpture look
out for Wally Warren's "Gypsy Cart" and "Victim of the Road." Warren puts together hundreds of small found objects and makes new
things, like this Gypsy cart. 'Then he paints everything in brilliant colors and he chatters away like
a madman the whole time he is working. Unfortunately he and his work are completely sane to
me, so that tells you something about this writer.
Photographer Nancy Jacobs offers "Count
Ricardo and His Dreaded Martini," a flamboyant
surrealistic portrait. Cynthia Thompson, fabric
sculptor, constructed her "Heart Men Installation," with lights, wood, fabric, paint and a story
to go along. UMV A President David Brooks
brought his 13-foot-high Blue Fish Frenzy Totem
pole/sculpture which looked good and would
probably look better outside.
Here's one person's list. Hope some of you
will write in what you liked in this first-ever
UMVA gallery show.

Sherry Miller visited Uzbekistan and it blew up; she went
on the Trans Siberian railroad and it blew up; she got to
the Chinest! border and it blew up, so she had to come
Iwme early. Localautlwrities made her get a permit to go
to Kennebunkport the other night.

Brlgacloon Lerner and Lowe's musical
about a sleepirlQ Scottish town that
awakens for a Single day each year
through June 25 at the Maine State
Music Theater, Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College, BrunswiCk.
Performances are Tue-Sat at 8 pm
with 2 pm matinees on Wed, Fri and
Sun. Tickets are $10-$20. For more
information, call 725-8769.
A....rlcan Ball.t East Two full.length
ballets, "Hansel and Gretel"andapiece
inspired by the Mendelssohn Violin
Concerto, will be performed June 24,2
and 7 pm at City Theater, Biddeford.
Tickets are $12 and $8. For more
information, call 878·3031.
Rul.. of Eng.g..... nt by- Thorn
Watson Studio Theatre World Premier
play about the Vietnam War June 23·
24 and June 30.July 1, 8 pm at The
Center for the Arts, 804 Washington,
Bath. Tickets are $101$8. For more
information, call 442-8455.
Fr.nkl••nd .Johnny In the CI.I..
d. Lun. Terrance McNally's play
about a love affair between two middleaged New Yorkers June 23.July g at
the Theater Project. 14 Schoo 51.,
Brunswick. Performances are Thu-Sat
at8 pm, Sun at2 pm. Tickets are $101
$8. For more information, call 7298584.
N.w Engl.nd V.ud.vlll. F.stlv.1
Three days of performances and
workshops held June 23-25 in Gardiner.
The Wright Brothers perform Friday,
June 23,7:30 pm at the Gardiner Area
High School. Day on the Common
Celebration takes place Saturday with
performances by. over 30 artists.
Sunday at 1 pm begins the Gardiner
Rotary Club Celebration. For more
information, call582-3119.
The O...t SpoofartoOne-man show
of old and new vaudeville June 23. 8
pm at the Thomas Playhouse, RI. 302,
S. Casco. Tickets are $8 and
reselVationsaresuggested,774-9434.
...ff Bradl.y and St.v.n Ragatz
perform juggling, magic. fire-eating,
stilt-walking and other diversions June
24, 8 pm at the Celebration Barn
Theater, Stockfarm Rd.. S. Paris.
Tickets are $5 adults, $2.50 children.
For more information, call 743-8452.
Mlxacl Nuta Improvisational team
performs June 24. 8 pm at the Thomas
Playhouse, RI. 302, S. Casco. Tickets
are $10 and reservations are
suggested,774·9434.
The Mu.1c M.n Merideth Willson's
musical June 27 -July 9 at the Maine
State Music Theater, Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College, BrunswiCk.
Performances are Tue-Sat at 8 pm
with 2 pm matinees on Wed, Fri and
Sun. TICkets are $10·$20. For more
information, call 725-8769.
W.st Afrlc.n D.nc. African dancer
and teacher Amaniyea Payne gives a
lecture/demonstration of West African
dance accompanied by live drumming
as part of the Bates Dance Festival
June 28, 7:30 pm In the Alumni Gym,
BatesColiege, Lewiston. Publicwin be
I found Cedric N. Chatterly
invited to participate. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call hanging up the prints for his show,
786-80n.
"One Year Later: The Closing of
Th. HlstOl}' of
Danc. Lecturel the Penobscot Poultry Farm and
demonstration giVen by Lynn Simonson
as part of the Bates Dance Festival the Transition of a Veteran
June 29, 7:30pm in the Olin Arts Center, Employee," on the first floor of the
Bates College. Lewiston. Free and open Portland Public Library. It is an
to the public. For more information, call exhibit of 51 black-and-white
786-8077.
W.nc..... Squ... larry Shue's photographs with corresponding
comedy about life in Prague before text at the library throughJune.
and after the uprising of 1968 June 29Chatterly was younger than I'd
30, July 1-2, 5-6 at 8 pm at the Theater expected; he looked to be in his
at Monmouth. Tickets are $8.50-$13.
For more information, call 933-9999. early or mid-thirties and wore a
East M_t. W.st Dance performance faded denim shirt, faded jeans, and
by Asian dance artists Elko & Koma, running sneakers. He had ,hung up
and Art Bridgman and Myrna Packard most of the prints but none of the
as part of the Bates Dance Festival text panels. "When people come
June 30, 8 pm in Schaeffer Theater,
Bates College. Lewiston. Tickets are and look as I'm han~ng this, I
$1017. For more information, call 786- want to tell them to Just go away,
60n.
that the pictures are only the half
CO ....dl.n TT TomCI.rk.nd Th.
Wlckacl Oood B.nd perform June of it."
The pictures are a series of
30,9 pm at Aaoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call photographs of Linda Lord, an
773-8886 or 775-2494.
employee of Penobscot Poultry
PI.n.t.rlum Show. Southworth Farm, working in the "blood
Planetarium, 96 Falmouth 51., Portland
(USM campus). Astronomy shows: tunnel," where the necks of the
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday at chickens are cut. Blood coats the
7:30. Laser light shows: Wednesday walls and Linda's raingear. But
·Son of a Well-Tempered Laser"
(classical) 8:30 pm, Friday Pink Floyd's these photographs do not repulse,
·Dark Side of the Moon· 8 :30, and though, because of Linda herself,
Saturday "Top40 Show" 7:30 and Pink whose face is more focused and
Floyd's ·Dark Side of the Moon" 8:30. distinct than anything else in the
Admission is $3 for adults, $2forseniors
and children. For more Information, frame and whose expression is one
of fixed concentration. Here is a
call 780-4249.
woman going about her workher clothes being bloodied does
not faze her.
"Everyone had problems that's
been there," Lord is quoted in the
interview text that accompanies

•
ON~
WALL
IN BRIEF:

".zz

the pictures. "A lot of people had
warts come out on their hands
because of handling chickens. A lot
of people have had tendonitis, you
know. That work is hard work
down there."
Chatterly documents with feet
firmly on the ground. Like Linda
Lord's words, the photographs
simply tell. It is documentary done
with an artistic sensibilty. The
exhibit works like good fiction
written in the third person.
Chatterly knows the story is best
told by a worker and doesn't
interrupt that narrative. His
photographs in their way also
listen instead of speak. He seems
to shoot pictures unnoticed by
Linda or others in the plant,
finding them doing what they do
naturally.
As I was leaving, an older
gentleman approached Chatterly
and asked, "Are you the artist?"
Chatterly was momentarily at a
loss for words, then replied,
"Yeah ...Well,Tm the
photographer."
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• Save time and money...
• More Foreign, Classic
. .. Have your movies
& Cult Films for your
delivered & picked up!
varied tastes!
• We deliver the largest selection of videos
to ALL of PORTLAND and PEAKS ISLAND

773-1999

Andy Newman

opening.
Th. Chocolat. Church Art
Gall.ry, 804 Washington St., Bath.
Paintings b~ Jason Schoener and
sculpture by Charles G. Chase through
July 1. Public re~ption June 23, 5-7
pm. Hours:Tue-Fn 10am-4pm,Sat 12
noon-4 pm. 442·8455.
De.ring Pavilion O.rd.n Art
Exhibit sponsored by the Hayloft Art
Society June 24, 2·5 pm in Deering
Oaks Park, Portland.
Bowdoin ColI.g. Mu ••um of Art,
Brunswick. "Stories To Tell: The
Narrative Impulse in Contemporary
New England Folk Art" June 29·Sep 3.
Opening reception June 29, 7·9 pm.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-8 pm, Sun 2-5
pm. 725-3275.

Cusack
** John
Tim Robbins
Music By:
Swanky Modes
Bo Diddley
Thelonius Monster
The Dead Kennedys

ar.und town

Portl.nd Mu . . um of Art Seven
Congress Square. Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun. t 2·5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current
exhibits: Italy Aeal and Imagined:
Etchings by Piranesi and the Villa
Bittrica (through July 16); Perspectives:
lisa Allen (through July 30); "Aaven's
Grove; a major painnng by Andrew
Wyelh (through 1989); SKowhegan'89
(through August 20). Walter Kuhn:
Paintings, Drawings. Prints (June 20Aug 19). 775·6t48.
Union of M.ine Ylaual Artist. Show
Over 100 paintings, photographs and
sculptu res by union artists through July
14 at the West End Gallery, 34 Danforth
St.. Portland. 775-7949.
O.II.ry 127, 127 Middle. Portland.
Florals and stililifes by Lynne Drexler
through July 15 (gallery closed July 110). Hours: Tue·Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat
12-4 pm. 773-3317.
S.x.n. Art G.II.ry, 27 Wharf St.,
Portland. Photographic exhibition of
works by William Neill, David Bloom
and Don Weiss. 761-(l303.
O... nhut Oall.rI•• , 146 MiddleSt.,
Portland. Original artwork by Connie
Hayes. Ed Phales, ScottSandel. Glenn
Aenell, Jake Dahmen, Margaret Babbitt
and others through June 30. Hours:
Mon-Sat 10:30am-5:30pm. 772-2693.
The PI.ln. G.II.ry, 28 Exchange
St., Portland. Pottery by Mellissa
Greene and photography Doris
Hembrough hough July 7. Hours: Daily
10 am-6 pm. 774-7500.
Barrldoff Oallerl•• , 26 Free St,
Portland. Works by gallery artists
through July 1. Also, 19th and early
20th Centurv American art. Gallery
hours: Mon-~ri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12
noon-4 pm. 772-5011.
D.nforth Str•• t O.II.ry, 34
Danforth, Portland. Momma. an exhibit
that attempts to capture the idea, spirit
and essence of Mother. Exhibit
continues through June 23. 775- 1833.
Art G.II:-ry.t Six Deering. Portland.
Newpainlings by Frank Federico. Also,
new works in pastel by Timothy Parks
and other artists represented by the
gallery. Both exhibits continue through
June 24. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm
during the firsttwoweeks of the month·
by chance or appointment thereafter:
772-9605.
Sawy.r Street G.II.ry, 131 Sawyer
St., S. Portland. Works by Marian Baker,
Sharon Townshend, Lynn Duryea,
Abby Huntoon, Nancy Carroll and
Nancy Nevergole. Gallery hours are
Sat 11 am-6 pm and by appointment.
767-7113.
The Artl •• n., 334 Forest, Portland.
Employee Art Show hough. July 7.
772-5522.
The D.vil'. Mu.ic: Portrait. o.
the Blu.. Photographs of blues
musicians from Memphis to Chicago
by Myron Samuels at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
. Ave., Portland. Exhibit will continue
through July 9 and may be viewed
during performances at PPAC.
St.ln GI . . . G.II.ry. 20 Milk St.,
Portland. Large blown glass and wood
constructions by Katflleen Mulcahy
through July 30. 772-9072.
D.S. Lill.t, 468 Fore St., Portfand. Color
photographs by Arthur Fink through
July. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-8 pm, Sat
10 am·5 pm. 772-3881.
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Free
Membership
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Low
Rates
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THE RED LIGHT REVUE

PlAYING 40 YEARS OF GREAT At\fERICAN MUSIC
June 21 Wed. Raoul's tnnce Parry
June 23 Fund Raller/Cystic F1brosil(cve.)
Woodlands, Falmooth
June 24 WoIislxlro, NH (afl.)

June 24 King's Grant Inn '«bIfsbOio (eve)
June 25 Cruise 00 the Longfellow·
Poruand Boatlems at 7:30
June 28 Wed.- Rlool's tnnce Party

Every Wed Nite at Raoul's - Motown Dance Party.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

2802

. . new and professional
Ii! organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

m laying... R & B. Motown,
U

Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.

Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

Call: 774·4349
or 767-0873
June 23-24 Spring Point Cafe

Ale of a Regatta
Booze Cruise
with Boston Band

JUDY'S TINY HEADS

CASCO
BAY

LINES
6:30 PM

SHARPI

So. Ponland
• Every Sunday·
Casco Bay Lines
Summer Excursion Series

Tickets $tO
In advance at:
• MEXICALI BLUES.

Fl'LLSIZE
Ll'Xl:RY E,\TERTAI,\\1['\T

$ 12 upon departure

10 Exchange Mall
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MICHELOB FAMILY OF 12 PACKS
Michelob

Michelob Dry

+

Michelob Light

-
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by Mike Quinn

:...-

WALL

Introducing the
TooIbOll

"THE SAVINGS BELONG TO YOU"
Check 12 Pack Prices at Your Favorite Store
Proudly Distributed By
National Distributors, Inc. - South Portland, Maine

Aredill Franklin. 8each 80ys • 8eatles • lIuey Lcwi-; • Neil Diamond

PARTY!
NCE
and
LIVE COMEDY

8

S"'~1l.

.,.~::Oll

~~~~~1l00~
~~Ll.

t, .· rr

Dance to the music of the 60's, 70's, and 80's
provided by Maine's premiere disc jockey-GREG POWERSLaugh yourself silly to the creative comedy of
-JACK TOWLETickets are $10.00 at the door; cash bar;
neat dress required; must be over 21 years old.
This night of incredible fun is brought to you by:

The pleasures and pains of Baxter Boulevard

Out back of Eden

+S4tll~R"K«'$~~ DATING SERVICE
U.S. Route 1 Scarborough, ME 04074·883-1003
Singles and coo pi .. welcome.
Bring an your friends to laugh and dance the night away!

Doors • Eric Clapton • Steve Winwood • Van Morrison • Tempatinns

Take the greatest stadiums in the world, and after a while. Alicianever seems to cryduringour
without people they are nothing. Olympic vil- walks here. I think she likes the cool breeze, the
lages minus the athletes are boring architectural constant activity and most of all the doting public
discussions. Baxter Boulevard of Portland is an with all their ooh's and aah's."
Baxter Boulevard does have something in
eerie ghost town at 3 a.m. when few souls adorn
common with the proverbial Garden of Eden:
her lifeless curves.
However, for a slice of life you're likely to both places are mainly green and havea key rule
remember and enjoy, mosey on down to Port- or two.!n Eden, the deal was to layoff the apples.
land's Back Bay on any good weather day be- In Baxter, it's no bicycle riding on the sidewalk.
tween noonand8p.m. During these hours Baxter Apparently there are a lot of kids in Portland
Boulevard transforms into a flurry of upbeat named Adarnand Eve. Runners, walkers,Mamas
happy activities starring runners, joggers, walk- and Papas are often dodging the devil-may-<are
ers, walkers of dogs, strollers with adorable babies actions of the oblivious cyclists. Here is a case
(aren't they all), exercisers, cyclists, lovers, aim- where more is not merrier. Wheels are manyless drifters, and mesmerized but otherwise splendored thingsexceptin this high-traffic, twomile stretch where the pedestrian is divine.
useless observers like me.
If you hang around Baxter Boulevard long
Why are all these people and animals here
frolicking around like Woodstockers? Don't they enough, you're bound to see someone famous.
have a life? Isit necessary to prance up and down Speedsters like Joan Benoit Samuelson or Andy
Baxter Boulevard, passing the mileage signs and Palmerzoombywithno perceptible sweat drops
and no time for a quote (other
exercise stations every onethan "hi") because they're
fourth mile, sweating and
moving too fast for compresmiling and pretending it
hension.
doesn't get any better than
An exacting, magnanithis?
mous science is accurately
Hey, maybe it doesn'!.
studying and then predicting
Connie offered, "I walk
the movements of running,
Baxter every lunch hour to
jogging or walking "teams."
escape. It's good exercise in a
Perhaps the most predictable
refreshing setting. I like the
are three or more women
way the water of the Back Bay
walking together in horizonseparates me fromdowntown
tal fashion: Forget it, the sidewhere I know more work
walk as you once knew it is
awaits me."
history. Chinese tanks would
Craig is a serious runner
stop and surrender before
who has aspirations of doing
challenging this formidable
well in the Boston Marathon
next spring. "I look forward to my daily run on battery. Groups of men from a nearby office
Baxter Boulevard. Usually I continue right around usually run in a vertical column formation basialongside 1-295 and come out on Preble Street cally because all the guys in the back are afraid to
Extension, One complete lap is four miles if pass the boss. Anyone sporting a version of a
Walkrnan (there are about 200 of these looneyyou're interested in such trivia."
Gordon is the proud owner of two fine dogs, tune types of boxes) cannot be counted on to do
a yellow lab and a golden retriever. He is direct anything intelligent while dodging other huabout why Baxter Boulevard isa special place for mans on the cool Baxter track. They are at the
him. "We live over on Dartmouth Street and we mercy of whatever song blares into their headhave a small yard out in back. However, my dogs phones next. Essentially you are witnessing an
consider the grass, marshes and water along advanced form of mobile electroshock therapy.
If you hate to exercise, walk, jog, sprint, push
Baxter to be their real back yard. They chase birds
babies,
play with dogs or perform any other
for hours down there, never catching anything
remotely
athletic silly aerobic point kind of activexcept wet coats. The only breaks they ever take
ity,
then
Baxter
Boulevard still might be right up
are to be petted by their fan club, the younger
your
ally.
Bring
a lunch and a newspaper, lounge
kids."
on
the
plush
grass
and make your statement
Kids don't corne much younger than Alicia
about
life
in
the
slow
lane. Even the simplest of
Higgins, weighing in at a robust 14 pounds,
to
sit on the curb and clap.
parades
needs
folks
hours away from her one month anniversary.
Her beaming mother explained, "I think I come
to the stretch on Baxter Boulevard more for me Mike Quinn, a dedicated non-runner, Tan the whole Back
than for my daughter. The house can get crazy lJRy last weekend and lived to tell Maine Medical about it.

In Eden, the deal

That's how you can order your
lunch or dinner now.
Tryout our new menu and, for
a special treat, tryout our new
grilled sandwiches.

was to Jay off
the apples. In

Baxter, it's no

bicycle riding on
the sidewalk.

J

HARBOR SAIIlNG·CLUB.~1
Unlimited sailing in Portland's harbor, 7 days a week
aboard the club's Solings.
Need help? We offer several sailing and navigation
courses. All courses offer club membership discounts.
For more information contact:
Harbor Sailing Club. 772-4023
58 Fore Street, Bldg. 6
Portland, Maine 04101
• • • • • • • • • • • • « «

Looking for the Perfect Facility for 50, 100, 150 or more?
New England's Best Nightclub is Now Serving
SPANISH and JAMAICAN CmSINE EXTRAORDINAIRE
(Custom Menu Design Available)
We Are Now Accepting Reseroations for
Banquets, Parties, Receptions and Association Meetings.

*****

Champagne Cocktails
Dinner Served 7 Days
Reservations Accepted

more

§m
•

* ** * *

Tapa Bar I
Valet Parlcino 5-9 p.m.
Air Conditioned

45 Danforth Street, Portland (207) 774-1441

I

PI... Tree Shop and Bayvl.w
Gall.ry, 75 Market St., PorUand.
Exhibit of floral paintings by Nancy
Glassman, Susan Van Campen, Sean
Mornssey and others through July 6.
Hours: Tue-Sat, 9:30am-5:30pm. 7733007.
Congre. . Square Gall.ry. 594
Congress, PorUand. Watercolors by
Carlton Plummer, hand-colored
photographs by David Klopfenstein and
black & white photographs by Donald
Duncan through July 6. Hours: MonSat 10 am-5 pm. 774-3369.
Mal... National Bank, Main Lobby,
400 Congress. Portland. Paintings by
Frieda LUncberg through June.
Nancy Margolis Gall.ry, 367 Fore
St., Portland. Works by Andrew Baird,
Stephani Briggs, Kathleen Dustin Yoko
Hirosawa, Kyle Leister, Dona 'Look
Lucy Lyon, Rand Schiltz, Charles
Schwarz, Un Stanionis, Alan B.
Thompson and Kate Wagle July 1- Sep
5. Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-9pm Sun 11
am-6 pm. 775-3822.
;.J
Main. Pott.... Mark.t, 376 Fore
SI., Portland. Soft pastel Maine
landscapes on stoneware by Gail Kass
June 24-July 6. Hours: Daily 9 am-9
pm. 774-1633.

schools+libraries
One V.ar Lat." Th. Closing of
P.nobscot Poultry and the
Transition of a V.t.ran
Employ.. at the Portland Public
Library, Level One through June 29.
The photographs and oral history
document the impact on the community
when such a traditional industry
vanishes. 773-4761 ext 110.
Bowdoin ColI.ge Mus.um of Art
Brunswick. Stories to Tell: The Narrative
Impulse in Contemporary New England
Folk Art (June 29-Sep 3). Hours: TueSat 10 am-6pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 7253275.
Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. "Down
Under," paintings by Thomas Connolly
through July 7.799-1720.
South Portland Library, 462
Broadway, S. Portland. Drawings and
reliefs by Yvonne Janks Kellog through
July 4. 799-2204.

out +f town
O'Farrell Gall.ry, 46 Maine SI.
Brunswick. "Figures and Landscapes,~
draWings and paintings by Gordon
Carlisle with sculpture by Christopher
Gowell through July 19. 729-6228.
Hob. Sound Gall.rI.s North 58
Maine SI., Brunswick. "From' the
Twenties to .the Present: group show
of roster artist's new work, as well as
vintage American works of art. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm.
Mal... Audubon Socl.ty. 116 U.S.
RI. 1. Falmouth. Wood sculpture by
RIChard LewiS through June 30. Exhibit
of winning entries to the second annual
Maine duck stamp competition through
June 27. Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5
pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 7612330.

•
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Winslow Homer's Wat.rcolo ... is
the topic of a gallery talk being given
June 22 at 5:15 pm and June 23 at
12:30 pm by Allison Perkins at the
Portland Museum of Art. The lalk is
free with museum admission. For more
information, call 775-6146.
Sum....r Exhibit of Photography
Entries for Ihe summer juried exhibit
should be submitted to the Chocolate
Church. 604 Washington SI.. Bath on
Wed, July 5. Entries may be in color or
monochrome but must be framed and
ready to be hung. A maximum of three
prints may be submitted. The show
opens July 7 and continues through
July 22. There is no entry fee for the
members of the Center for The Arts.
Non-members will be charged $5 for
one entry, $6 for two entries $10 for
three entries, to help defray the cost of
the exhlbil. For more information call
442-8455.
'

Bowdoin College M ....um of Art
is offering introductory training for
volunteers docents. Docents provide
generallours of the exhibitions to 2 500
or more school children and adults
each year and are frequendy asked to
go into the schools to give slide shows
and in-school presentations as
previews to or summaries of museum
visits. Training requirements include
two-hour seminars offered by museum
staff, and audit of an art history course
and attendance at all lectures and
gallery talks at the museum. Once
trained, docents are asked to return 24 service hours each week on a flexible
schedule. For more information, contact
Helen Dube at 725-3064.
Mal... Touring Artists Prognlm
Design and Architecture has been
added in the Maine Arts Commission's
Touring Artists and Artist in Residence
Programs. Application deadline is July
1. For more information, contact the
Maine Arts Commission, State House
Station '25, Augusta, Maine 04333 or
call 269-2724.
Individual Artl.l. F.llow.hlp
Media and performing artists can apply
for $2,000 grants through the Maine
Arts Commission. Application deadline
IS Sep 1. For a grant application and
gUidelines contact the Maine Arts
Commission, Station #25, Augusta, ME
04333 or telephone 269-2724.

An Ov.rvl.w of ..ournall.m
Workshop taught by Lyn Riddle on
news writing and interviewing June 24,
10 am-3 pm at the Maine Writers
Center. 19D Mason St., Brunswick.
Cost is $25 for MWPA members, $30
for non-members. For more
information, call 729-6333.
Th. W.lc ...... Visllo" Prognlm is
being offered for all those who deal
directly with visitors in thearea. Itcovers
a brief history, frequently asked visitor
questions and an overview of
community resources and attractions.
Program is offered June 23, 9-10 am at
the Convention and Visitors Bureau
142 Free St.. Portland. Fee is $5. T~
register call 772-4994.
Horne Schooling and The U •• of
Comput.,. Computer Professionals
for Social Responsibly invite parents
and teachers to attend meeting on home
schooling June 28, 5 :30 pm in Room
340 at PRVTC, 196 Allen Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call
Kent Gordon at 797-3324.
Portland Regional Gas and St ••1
Engine Show presented by the
Yarmouth Historical Society July 1, 9
am-4 :30 pm on Bennett Field,
Yarmouth.
An
exhibition
of
reconditi~ and working gas-engines
and engine-driven machinery. period
trucks, .tractors and marine engines.
AdmiSSIOn IS free. Formore information
call 646-6259.
'
Proprloceptlv. Writing C.nt.r is
offering a writing coarse with author
Alix Kates Shulman July 5-9, 10 am-1
pmat39 DeeringSt.. Portland. Shulman
will guide the dass in examining ways
of constructing complex materials With
speaaJ attenbon to the relations olparts
to a whole. For more information call
772-1847.
'
Gr.at.r Portland 1nfonnatlon
Cent.r is looking for a volunteer to
work as an Assistant Information
Specialist durina regular business
hours. Duties Include answering
,"qulnes about vacation, relocation and
general opportUnities available in the
Greater Portland Area. Knowledge of
Portland IS helpful buta training session
Will be offered. A three-month time
commitment is requested. For more
information, call the Center lor
Voluntary Action at 674-1015.
G.neral Th.ological Cenl.r IS
looking for volunteer library derks to
check out books, process new books,
keep records up-to-date andassistwith
bulk mailings. Prior library experience
would be helpful but not necessary.
For more Information. call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 674-1015.

A Note
To Our
Readers

Program Schedule
Critic's Choices
22
23
24
2S

THU
FRI
SAT
SUN
26 MON

Since we don't own a
printing press, we
therefore can't control
our printing process. An
occasional logjam at the
press where Casco Bay
Weekly is printed
results in the paper
returning late from the
printer. Such was the
case last week, when the
papers didn't arrive
until 9:30 pm
Wednesday,
approximately 5 1/2
hours behind schedule.
We do all we can to get
our papers out as
quickly as possible, but
when circumstances
beyond our control
arise, we ask for your
understanding.

Night at the
Movies Evenings

Mayer-ling
Rules oj tbe Game
Nigbt is My Future
Last Year at Marienbad
The Magician
27 TUE Tbe Spanisb Gardner
28 WED Tall Blond Man witb one
BiackSboe

f

22THU
23 FRI
24 SAT
2S SUN
26 MON

Judge Priest
Angel and tbe Badman
I Cover tbe WaterJront
Dark Journey
The Sundowners
27 TUE The Hairy Ape
28 WED The Gospel According
to St. Mattbew

Maine

Technical Institute
announces the:

Spring
Point

Sailing
School

~~
Gaiy Santaniello,
Publisher

A 20 hour "learn to Sail
Program" offered weekly
all summer at SMVTI.
• Individualized instruction
• New "21' keel boats"
• Professional Instructors
• Flexible hours

Call SMVIT
for Information
799-7303 ext. 244

••
••
LORAIIGER
•

•

YARMOUTH
BUSINESS
SUPPLIES

DOOR AND WINDOW

~ORE •••

..................•..••..................._........••
Ronleo's Pizza.
..........•.....................•...•...............•.

Wellby super drug
Casco Northern Bank
- We're alway's thinking ...•

JVtornin'

~
coffee shop
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GO FIRST CLASS!
GO MICHELOB!
Going first class is Miche- achieved by weightlifting
lobI Surprise people - champion Paul Anderson ...
serve Michelob. Weekends lie set a world record in 1957
were made for Michelob. by lifting 6,270 pounds ...
It seems hard to believe now, That's the greatest weight ever
lifted by a human
but the team that
being.
won the most
For all you do-this
World Series in
Bud's for you!
the] 970s was the
Here's an oddity .. .
Oakland A's ...
In big league baseThe A's won 3
ball history, no
World Series - in
player ever stole as
1972, '73 and
many as 6 bases in
'74 ... OtherWorld
one game except
Series winners in
Eddie Collins - and
the 1970s were the
he did it twice within
Pirates with 2, the
Yankees with 2, and the Ori- 11 days ... Collins stole 6 bases
in a game Sept. 11, 19]2 and
oles with 1.
Where there's life there's again on Sept. 22, 1912 ...
Bud! Budweiser - there's Nobody else has been able to
nothing like it - Absolutely do that even once, before or
since.
nothing!
One of the most incredible Don't be afraid of the dark
sports feats of all time was - Try Michelob Classic
Dark.
The Intown Portland
Exchange and all those
who helped make the
'89 Old Port Festival such
a success

Anlm.1 Right. 101 Basic lifestyle
and or~anizing skills seminar for the
beginning animal rights actillist June
24, 9 am-5 pm at the USM Portland
Campus Center. $20 registration fee
Includes vegetarian lunch, activist
manual and video. Sponsored by
People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) and Animal Alliance.
To register call, 871-1048.
Portland Republican City
Commltt. . meets June 26, 7 pm at
the Riverton School, 1600 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For more infonnation, call
Carolyn at 773-8865.
Downtown, USA - A National
Per.pectlve Slide show and
presentation by Larry Wolf, senior vice
president.and director of retail leasing
of The Rouse Company, showing who
shops where, where they oome from,
what they are looking for in retail
shopping, and what retailers are looking
for in a new location. Breakfast
presentation June 29, Sonesta
Ballroom, 7:30 am, sponsored by
Intown Portland Exchange. $5 for
members, $15 for non-members. For
more information call 772-6828.

Whole Foods Cooking Cla••_
Series of .three classes July 11, 18, 25,
6-8 pm, m Portland. Fee is $45. For
more infonnation, call 774-8889.
A"R.T"S. Anonymous Weekly 12-step
support !lroup to help artists surrender
to creanvlty and help each other achieve
artistic freedom Saturdays, 10 am at
Warren Memorial Ubrary In Westbrook.
For more information, call Peg at 8541493.
Depre •• lon
.nd
M.nlc
Dep.....lon Anonymou. Support
and infonnation group meets Mondays
7 pm at Williston West Church, Thomas
SI., Portland. Donations accepted. For
more infonnation, call 874-OBOO.
Young F.thers Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each rnonth. For more information, call
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
T. .n .nd Young Adult Clinic at
Maine Medical Center, Mondays 4-8
pm. Appointments are requested, but
walk-Ins are weloome. Forpeopleages
13-21. For appointments or more
information, call 871-2763.
Transupport is a non-profit nonsexual, social and educational peer
support group for transsexuals
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in gender issues.
Meetings are held every other Sunday
at6 pm. For more infonnation, call 8543528 or wnte to Transupport, P.O. Box
17622, Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists.many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more inlonnation
call 774-6877.
'

•
OUT

•
BODY
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1, Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more
information call Keith at 799-1085.

ThePlace~'
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091

Women'. Voice., Work Choices
Workshop empowers women to create
the life they need and want June 23,
6:30-9:30 pm and June 24, 9:30 am4:30 pm at 56B William SI., Portland.
Led by Barbara Babkirk and Nancy
:r~~I~~~~: For more information,

• SUBS
• PASTA DINNERS
• FRIED DINNERS
Coke & Diet Coke
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New England E.tlng DI.orders
Support Group "Looking at Eating
Disorders Symbolically: a talk given
by Usa Bussey June 27, 7:30 pm at
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40
Park Rd ., Westbrook. For more
information, call 761-0128.
Indlvldu.1 .nd Community
Re.ponse to Risk Information
Bingham Consortium for Health
Research Seminar Series June 29,
4:30-6 pm at the Dana Center, Maine
Medical Center. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7804540.
Ballroom D.nce The waltz, jitterbug,
fox trot and country two-step will be
taught in a six-week course being
offered at the Schoolhouse Arts Center,
Sebago Lake Village. Course begins in
JUlr' Cost is $50. For more infonnation ,
cal 642-3743.
PI.y Group Leaders Volunteers are
needed Monday evenings to prollide
structured child care for children while
their parents attend Parents
Anonymous. The children's program
activities aim to increase self-esteem
and to model healthy adult-child
relationships . For more information, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
Tedford Shelter for the homeless in
Brunswick is looking for volunteers to
work as night shift supervisor. The
supervisor oversees the residents,
admits newcomers and awakens them
in the morning . An orientation is
provided along with on1loing training .
For more information, call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874- 1015.
Re.plte Training C.... Program
offered by the American Red Cross
Aug 1-24, Tue and Thu evenings, 6-9
pm at 524 Forest Ave., Portland. The
course train s people to care for
developmentally disabled children from
birth to 20 years of age. The oourse is
free. Work is available on a flexible
part-time basis. For more infonnation ,
contact Ann Harriman at 874-1192.

C.noelng .nd K.yaklng for
Women New Routes will be offering
the following trips for women during the
months of June and July. Preregistration is required on all trips : July
2-8, Midcoast sea kayaking trip; July 9,
Sea kayak day trip in Quahog Bay; July
13-16, Rites of Passage : Sea Kayaking
Journey in Penebscot Bay ; July 18,
Full moon paddling triP in Harpswell ;
July 20, Sea kayak day trip in
Muscongus Bay; July 20-29, Allagash
Wilderness Waterway canoe trip; July
24-28 , Walking Gently , Paddling
Gently : A Mid-Summer Women's
Retreal. For registration or more
information, call 729-7900.
App.lachl.n Mountain Club Field
courses and trips : Beginner
Backpacking and Camping, June 30July 2; Lands and Legends of the White
Mountains, mountain history and
folklore, June 30-July 2. For more
infonnation OrlO register, call 603-4662727.
Maine Seacoa.t Bike R.lly Bike,
camp and swim in the Penobscot Bay
area July 8-9. Rides on island and
inland areas. Bake bean supper.
Registration deadline is June 23. For
moreinformation,call774-11180r7740084.
Bird W.lks Maine Audubon Society
offers free bird watching walks
Saturdays through June 24. All walks
begin at 7 am , rain or shine. The June
24 walk is being held at Scarborough
Marsh . For more information, call
Phyllus Farr at 781-2330.
Country G.rden. Garden tour
sponsored by the New Gloucester
Historical Society June 25, 12-4 pm.
TIckets are $5 and are available at New
Gloucester Town Hall from 11 :30 am
the day of the tour. Also, a lecture,
"Gardenings Without Pesticides: is
being June 25,2 pm in New Gloucester.
For more information on either of these
events, call 926-4222.
Osp...ys Up CI_ Nature walk June
25, 2 pm at Wolfe Neck Woods State
Park, Freeport. Walk is free with park
admission ($1 for adults, free for
children under 12 and seniors). Meet
by benches at the end of second parking
101. For more information, call 8654465 .
Guided S.ltw.ter C.n_ Trips
led by a registered Maine guide and
naturalist through aquietharbor. Scenic
islands, wildlife , lobster boats and the
Goat Island Lighthouse. Two-hourtrips
include gear, snacks and lessons .
Beginnerthough advanced. Call Canoe
Cape Porpoise for schedule at 2829655.
Spring Point S.lIIng School at
SMVTI offers week-long sessions
through Au~ lion sailinQ 21' keel
boats . Sessions are offered In both the
afternoon and evening. For more
infonnation, call 799-7303 x 244.

C••co B.y Bicycle Club'. 24-Hour
Hotline 774-1118 for recorded
information on the bike club's ride
schedule. Scheduled rides are as
follows: June 24,10 am, Scarborough
Marsh Ride, meet at Laverdiers at Oak
Hill, 883-5984; June 25 / lOam,
Kennebunk area, 30 miles meet at
UNE in Biddeford, 774-3936 or 799lOBS.
M.lne Audubon Society Field
Trip. Puffin Watching Trips Saturdays
during July from Boothbay Harbor $18.
Whale Watching trips June 24, Juiy 22,
Aug 26 and Sep 16 from
Kennebunkport, $25. Reservations are
required. For more infonnation call
781-2330.
'

Adv.nced Weight Training and
Conditioning Six-week session for
high school athletes ages 15-18 begins
Monday, July to. Classes will be held
Mon, Wed, and Fri, 10:30am-12 noon.
Fee is $85. Registration deadline is
June 29. For more infonnation, call
Lifeline at 780-4170.
Bike M.lnten.nce & S.fety
Check Clinic. Trouble spots and
preventive maintenance are the topics
at these clinics held every Saturday
morning through June 24, 9-10 am at
the L.L. Bean Retail Store, Freeport.
Sm.1I Bo.t' H.ndllng One-day
workshop for novice recreational
boaters Include hands-on training on
board SMVTI's 32' motor vessel offered
June 24, July 1 or 8, 9:30 am-5 pm at
SMVTI, S. Portland. Fee is $50. For
more information, call 799-7303 x 244.

DS

biZ services
THE ORIGINAL PET
Nanny. Professional pet care
in your home since 1986.
Knowledge of medical and
behavioral problems. Individual loving attention. Insured and references. 7674197
SAICON SANDWICH
take outlsit in. Tuesday
through Sunday. llam till
8pm. 945 1/2 Congress St.
Portland Lynn 772-6419
FINE ART MURALS and
canvases painted in oil, by
commission. Choice of
sizes, styles and subject
matter is negotiable . En hance your home, office ,
lobby or corporate space.
Call D.H. Laughlin 207-7938058
HAIL MARY TYPING
Service. Don't "pass" this
up!! Will type your resumes,
tenn papers, law briefs, personalized multiple letters,
Engineering reports , plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
tum around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410

bo

FORMER Accountant for 2
large Maine corporations,
now specializing in tax, will
do your business/individual
return at reasonable rates.
Top quality and warrantied .
Computerized bookkeeping
and accounting also offered.
Call 797-4510
PLUMB"IT" Greene's
Plumbing and Heating. Free
estimates, fully licensed and
insured. 892-4971 or 7744333
SELECT CONSTRUCTtON

General construction and all
kinds of repair. Custom
kitchens. No job too small.
10 year experience, fully insured. Many references. Call
Steve 772-7256 or Tony 7724309. free estimates.

COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything. Excellent
references. Call anytime ,
night or day . 797-7126

GOLF CLUBS - oomplete
set. Nine Spalding irons,
three woods, putter, bag,
balls and tees. Excellent
condition, must sell. A steal
at $100.772-7828 after 6pm.
LINCOLN CANOE 1988
fiberglass and kevlar, white
hull, ash rails and caned
seats . 18"6" long, 651bs .
Good wilderness touring and
family boat. $800. Call 8796019. Ask for Jay.
KOMFORT 24' Travel
Trailer, 1983. One owner,
well-maintained.
Fully
equipped and extremely
clean. Asking $7500.00. Call
729-4260 after 5pm.
WHITE WICKER chaise
lounge, mauve cushions, like
new, $195. Leave message .
772-2726

CHRIS WALLACE
HORACE WALLACE

865-3231
25 years experience

Hardwood Floors
Installation
Sanding & Refinishing
Repairing
No distance too far.

WHO TICKETS (2) Friday
July 14, Sullivan Stadium.
Great seats. Best offer. 7727828 evenings or leave
message.
NEED FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs, furniture and appliances from Rent-A-Sel Elm
SI. Topsham, ME. 729--6637
FOR SALE: Toilet - GasStoreburn - Excellent condition. Includes all pipe. $1000
or best offer. Call 766-2831

Lake Side
Carpet
C~mng

Summer Carpet
Cleaning Special
Clean any 5 Rooms, any
size only $69.95

C.terpillars and Butterflie. Crafts
workshop for children ages 3-5 June
22, 27-29, 10 am and 1 pm at the
Children's Resource Center, 741
Stevens Ave., Portland. Cost is $1 per
child. To register, call 797-0525.
Clown Show with Rick Davl. June
28, 1:30 pm at The Center for The Arts,
804 Washington, Bath. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
442-8455.
Saccar.pp. Dog Obedience
Demons trallon Children and several
dogs will presenta show, demonstrating
their unique abilities to interact with
one another June 28, 10:30 am at the
Portland Public Library, Monument
SQuare, Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more informanon, call II~4761 .
Summer Acting Institute Intensive
classes for young people in grades 512 July 17-Aug 4, Mon-Fri 9 am-12
noon. Students will study mime,
improvisation, character and scene
developmenl. Classes are given in
Codman Hall, SI. Paul's Episcopal
Church, Brunswick. Cost is $200. For
more information, call the Young
People's Theater at 725-9379.
Summer Art. Program for children
ages 7-16 at the Schoolhouse Arts
Center at SebB\jo Lake beginning in
July. Courses Include acting, vocal
training, new games, folk music, arts
and crafts, art, and dance. For more
infonnation, call 642-3743.
Moonw.lk Exhibit celebrates the 20th
anniversary of America's firstmoonwalk
through June 30 at One Monument
Way, Portland (enter 11-13 Free SI.).
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm; Sun 11
am-4 pm . Admission is $2.50 per
person ; children under 2, free .
Admission price includes admission to
the Children's Museum.
Storie. for Kids Portland Public library (773-4761): Mon, Wed and Fri,
10:30 am (stories resume June 19);
Riverton Branch Library (797-2915) :
Fri , 10:30 am; Scarborough Public
Library (883-4723) : Wed, 10:30 am
and 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30
pm (5-6 year olds); Prince Memorial library, Cumberland (829-3180) : Wed,
10:30 am (2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30
am (3-5 year olds).
Flicks for Kids Portland Public Ubrary
(773-4761): Sa~ 10:30 am and Tue at
3:30pm.

YOU CAN OWN the
world's safest aircraft for
less than the cost of traditional flight instruction. Financing
assistance
available. No license
required. Fun Flying Over
Maine! 775-SOLO (7656)

Call Don, Toll Free at
1-800-312-1425
or 761-5525
Ask About

MAC SE with 20 meg internal hard disk, extended keyboard, IrnageWriter II printer,
one year warrantee. Excellent condition . $3,733. Call
934-1602 and leave message .
MAC SE with 20MB built in
hard drive. Includes keyboard and hypercard. Brand
new, still in box. Must sell.
Call 871-8964
LYNDA aARRY and
"Ernie Pook Comeek Fans"
now is the time to get on ou~
mailing list. We carry all the
books, T;;hirts, and posters
created by Lynda Barry.
Send your name and
address to: Mad.Poodle, Box
99093-CB, Seattle WA .,
98199-0093

TOM
8BAOOUND
SOUTHERN
E)(lILDERS I [$1i ill il~.
+ Carpenter + Builder.
Work, the way
you would like
to have it done.

772-7725
ART

TO THE HOME
Weare

SPECIALIST IN DECKING
-contemorary
• cabinetry &. carpentry
• building &: remodeling
871~255

• 772-1761

GOLD CREDIT CARD
• GuaroUlteed Approvoll

general contractors

• No INnk deposit

specializing In
palnUng Ie masonry

• CatAloaue shoppinJ

• FREE ES"l'lMATES

Call B.M.C. 174-6510

• FULLY INSURED

HAVE YOU EVER had
the desire to fly, but thought
it too expensive or risky?
Now you can fly the worfd's
safest aircraft, SOLO, after
one hour of classroom training with certified flight
instructors. Call us for more
information. We'l gladly send
you a brochure. Fun Flying
Over Mainel 775-S0LO
(7656)

required

772-1708

Town & Country Upholstery
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to Icfenttfy symptons within your own children.
A one day workshop on the ocean on sunny Peak.lsiand

Sat.,)une 24. Meals included . $75.00. Nine person
maXImum. Call Dr. ~Icn R~binson for registration
and addItIonal mformation.

207-773-5573
or write P.O,

Box 8125, Portland, ME 04104

TOMCAT SWM 31, profeSSional,
has summer fever and wants to go
out and howl. Seeks a "purrty" female
wlld~t, or housecat willing to help me
get Int~ trouble. This cat is intelligent,
attractive, easy going, (and you can
decide. the. rest), so don't just sit on
your tall drinking warm milk write me
CBW Box 308
'
.

THERAPIST. John Carroll
M.S., national certified
counselor. Offering groups
for adults living with chronic
pain, and for adults raised in
dysfunctional families. Individual therapy provides a
confidential and safe
environment for clarifying
dysfunctional patterns and
II you h... ~11OOd In lei In the caoco Boy
changing them. May include
lei luutomo1,celly .,....1eI In tho PERSONAl. OF.,re~ I y,,:",
family
history,
forthatw_. W. •• I~lngtorJ,d'thlll: ... aeltlve Witty:::':
Win,., will receive1h., tick. . ln th.m~iI.
.
psychotherapy, and Polarity
therapy.
73
Deering
St.
PSYCHOTHERAPY
IMAGINITIVELY playful 37 YEAR OLD mother of
Bioenergetic/Core Energetic. Portland. 775-5903
male, 30, strong-willed and one, looking for loving father
Powerful therapy which uniTOO YOUNG to feel that self-confident, seeks an and husband, who is, enfies
old? Give yourself a lift with even more assertive female couraging, supportive, conmindlbodylspiriVemotions.
Pam Chubbuck MA, CBT, Rolf Body Therapy . 158 for friendship, understand- siderate, and has other goals
has 20 years experience. Danforth St. Portland. For ing , and mutual role-reversal in life other than sex and
free consultation call 774- f~lfiliment. Cultural expecta- more sex! I enjoy theater,
846-0800
bons have "packaged· me in tennis, dancing , walking,
3175
such a way as to inhibit full talking, reading, eating out,
DYNAMICS OF .lOY
Love, Eros and Sexuality. An C.G • .lUNG'S theory and expression of my personal- don't smoke or drink!
practice
of
dream
interpretaexperiential Core Energetic
ity . To the adventurous
Brunette, 5'3" tall, weigh 128.
woman this package awaits
workshop. July 22 and 23 tion - a seminar. Thursday
Want someone 10 share life's
evening,
6/29,
7:30pm
,
302
with Pam Chubbuck. 846o~ening. Should be adept
Stevens Ave. For further in- With knots, however, as this moments with. CBW Box 303
0800.
formation call 772-6031 or package is tighHy tied. Once "SOFT"SPOKEN Southern
883-4989 or 883-4979
open, will reveal imaginative man, 41, newoomer; rather
• RYTHMICAL MASSAGE
and creative approach to life disconcerted by Yankee
a combination of therapeutic
and our special interests. reserve . Well·educated
massage modalities using WOMEN: Does being in
Other interests to share in- attractive , non-smOker'.
various oils and ointments love mean being in pain?
cluding music, literat~re, Eyes that twinkle , a
to achieve your personai Learn how to change dysmotorcycles, leather and passionate heart, a questing
needs.
functional relationship patmind . Sensitive. yet as• Relieve mental and terns. Therapy group now lace, photography and gastronomy. CBW Box 301
sertive. Rational, yet intuphysical stress, and tension, forming based on "Women
relax and tone muscles, Who Love Too Much: For in- SLIM good looking SJM, 42, itive . Affectionate, selfaware, open. Seeks bright,
improve joint mobility, and formation call 871-9256
short, freelance copy writer, yet warm woman for serious
Integrate body, mind and
published poet and future
RELIEF from stress, pain, writer, very intellectual with relationship - long or short·
spirit.
An
appropriate fatigue,
nervousness, wonderful wit and sense of term . Reply to Alpha, PO Box
complement to counseling chronic illness can be yours humor, seeks curvacious 6012, Falmouth, ME 04105:
and other therapies.
through this gen~e , hands- attractive muse in 30s for
PLAYFUL SINGLE SWF,
• Gift certificates available.
on-healing technique. Call oompanionship, caring and attractive, intelligent 24 year
Linden Thigpen, certified Kristin Erico, 2nd Degree, quiet times. CBW Box 298
old looking for passionate,
massage therapist. New certified Reiki Practioner
fun loving, professional man
Images 142 High St. (across 773-1346
LIFE'S A BITCH ... and so 25-30 who likes cuddling in
from Sonesta), Room 5 t 5.
am I. (Jes' foolin!) Recoverfront of thrillers, dining out,
By appointment 775-40 t O.
SUMMER FUN! Have a ing ACOA, recovering co- mlnl1lolf and walking hand in
CERTIFIED POLARITY psychic party! Also private dependent, shy person, hand. Must be intelligent and
Therapist offers a holistic readings - Teaching - Work- SWF, 34, loves "the real have a sense of humor. CBW
approach to body work com· shops - Channeling. Call puzzle" and other games,
Box 304
seeking a smart, good lookbining gentle and deep touch Audrey 775-7135
ing, extroverted man who SHY SENSITIVE humorwith supportive psychotherapy. Experience deep relax- CLASSIFIEDS THAT loves to dance, is 5'8"-6'3", ous and handsome SWM 25.
ation and increased vitality. WORK. That's what you get 28-40 years. I don't drink, Coming out of my shell .
drug, smoke or eat meal. Recognize inexperience and
Call Deborah Vallance R.N. in Casoo Bay Week,o/.
You? Interest/activities : want to change it. Seek
M.S. Ed. 775-1230
music, worfd change, read- clean, non-smoking/drugging
ing, ideas, walking, theatre, WF 25-40 for instruction and
movies, home improvement. tutoring. Please reply with
CBWBox300
phone number and tell me
SWM LOOKINC for a what you'll teach me. I want
SWF, 18-30, to be a friend to find out what I've been
and lover. If you like walks missing. Live your fantasy!
along the beach, good con- CBWBox307
versations and hot tubs and
Champagne we'll have a PACO THE SLUG: Sorry
great time. If music turns you got scared; I'll never reyou on let's get high on each gret you or anything. It would
other. Commitment or no ties have been fun. KGB
at all, let me hear from the
~
NICE GUY available .
beautiful one. CBW 305
SWM, 34, 6'0", 180 Ibs. Not
SWF 29 looking for SM fat, not ugly, not a drunk or a
friend who values spirituality druggie. Wide range of interabove all else. I am a health ests and experience. Enjoys
and ecology conscious non- outdoors, moonlight, live
smoker, intelligent, average music, dancing, sexy
Don't leave it 10 chance. Let us introduce you to
looking, enjoy SF, music,
someone spedal. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
clothes, romantic evenings
cats, kite flying and discus- at home and just living in
BemgsmglemMamecan
rrf:.ITl-. __ r
sions of books, movies, life. general.
Seeking SF
be fun again. Why wait ~~.:>(lrlUl.
CBWBox302
friendllover of similar interany longer? call
I AM looking for an elderly ests and attitude who would
The PersonallOuch .
31 Elu:l1angc St .. lUtland. ME 0410 1
man as companion. I am 64 like a pleasant way out of the
single life doldrums too .
years old, single. Hopefully a Open to romance, relationbe someone
who ship and/or children. Photo
This
man should
with plenty
of money.
M A R T I N ENTERPRISES
likes to go out to eat. If you appreciated but not necesAITING SERVICE
have a car I enjoy riding . sary . All replies answered .
A
Please let me hear from you CBW Box 294
soon. CBW Box 306
SWM 34 seeking SWF 25MARRIED WHITE male, a 35 for summer fun and
family man with little tots friendship . Someone to drink
seeks woman in similar situ- margaritas, burn steaks,
ation for confidential discus- day trip, and just hang out
Write for application: Send to
sions . Send letter, phone , with. Maybe even a little rointentions . CBW Box 290
PO Box 4174 Portland ME. 04101
mance. Maine summers are
too short, so let's meet.
I WANTA WIFE! D/W Write Bill Box 15025, Portsearching for man 35-45 who land, ME04101
fulfills job description of
·Wife· Additional duties may GAY WHITE male, 57,
PROFESSIONAL with 13
Gay? Le.llla .. ?
include : Impromptu picnics seeks mature dominant gay
year old daughter going to
Joi n thou.ands of lesbians and gay
(with wine), leisure Sunday black, white male for friendGreeley Jr. High needs 2
men in Moine. SubJcribe 10 Our
ship and good times . Am
brunch
(with wine), late night
Pa~r. For he. JClmple and subbedroom apt. in North
quiet , shy , sincere . Waiting
lCIi~ion info.p'ock (mailed in 0
videos (with popcorn and
Yarmouth - Cumberland
plain enoMlopej w ri te to:
for honest, sincere buddy .
wine) and piano bars with
area. Call Julie days 772No drunks, no drugs please .
Our Paper, Dept. Z
what
else
wine.
Only
those
•
P.O.Box1 07.d"f
4994, evenings after 7, 353CBWBox309
" . Porrlond, Maine OAl 0"
intent on serious fun need
4294 . Excellent references .
apply. Send resume to : CBW
Box 289
WORKSHOP: In Core Energetics: Anger, Aggression
and Grounding. Is anger
frightening? too much? Too
little? Grow up in a family
where anger wasn't allowed
or displayed in a frightening
way? Frustrated? Depressed? Join us! July 8.
Pam Chubbuck is an export
on working with these issues. 846-0800
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When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?

-
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Stephen Scott

'~~

868 Broadway
South Portland, ME 04106

'l0, ~ .

799-2291

SANDY"ORANGE CAT
male , light-green eyes. Very
affectionate. F 0 un d in
Underwood Rd., Falmouth
Foreside 781-3689

pAMAGED
CHILD:
damaged child within you and learning

eah~g th~

10udi

For quality work at
good I'll",," caD

& soul
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notices

FOUND SOMETHING? A
pet? An obviously lost belonging? Earn your good citizenship honors by placing a
classified in CBW. "Found"
items are listed FREE as a
public service. Call 7726672. Someone out there
will probably thank you!
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL

Nar! hOo''', Porrpano Sch. FL.

-
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HOUSEMATE WANTED:
Clean . neat and quiet to
share large apt. with MI F,
Woodford's area $150 security deposit . $240 per
month including utilities. Call
after 6pm 772-7015

TWO HOUSEMATES M
or F, to share three bedroom
house in Portland . LR , DR ,
modern kitchen, sun porch ,
WID. garage , yard, and
plenty of storage. Must be
considerate , easy-going ,
and a non-smoker. Pets ok
RESPONSIBLE college $275 per month plus 1/ 3
aged young man (non- utilities. Call 772-7936, leave
smoker) would like to share message .
apt. or rent room In your
home . I work full time. My M/F ROOMMATE in their
family IS moving and I would 20s needed for the summer.
like to stay in the Portland Apt. is 5-10 min . walk from
area . Call Eric 772-0752 , USM. For more info. call 761 evenings
3958
GM Quiet, professional,
reliable wants to share
house
or
apt .
in
Portland ,seacoast area. No
drugs . Looking for stable
friendship type environment.
CBW Box 295
6122
ROOMMATE WANTED
to share sunny, spacious
home in Portland , near Falmouth with this professional,
out doorsey female. Large
yard, garden , WI D , two
baths Non -smoker, no
drugs, $325 per month. 7735933
ROOMMATE NEEDED.
MI F non -smoking , mature ,
responsible, to share DeerIng townhouse . Parking,
WID , pool. $239 per month
plus 1/3 ulilities. Heat included. 797-0936. Available
July 1
GF ROOMMATE wanted
to share two bedroom apt. in
Portland on bus line. $185
per month plus 1/2 utilities.
Prefer 30 plus sober nonsmoker . Must like cats ,
plants, art and classical music. Another friendly cat ok.
Reference required. Call 7720013.

FURNISHED
ROOM
available for mature female
July 1. Location near Maine
Med . Non-smoker, nondrinker Must like cats . $250
includes utilities. One month
up front. 774-4536
ROOMMATE wanted to
share sunny, spacious
Woodford 's corner apt.
Washer, outdoor porch, nonsmoker only. $200 per month
plus utilities. 871-7028
ROOMMATE TO share in
South Portland. Non-smoker,
must love animals, quiet, responsible, $380 per month
plus security deposit. Available July 15. Call Kathy 7750552. Weekdays.
A NO-PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Weekly
classified. It's simple, cheap
and effective . What else
needs be said?
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FOR SALE by owner. Portland. 6 year old 7 room saltbox located in quiet, convenient neighborhood . 3-4
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, full
basement, fenced-in yard ,
water view. $129 ,900. Call
773-4389 evenings .

BRUNSWICK. Scenically
located 3-4 BR townhouse.
Special features of this end
unit include large kitchen
with island, finished attic,
basement and deck. VA assumable loan. Asking
$124 ,900. Call 1-725-5639

LAKEFRONT year-round
house. Convenient to Portland or UA. Two plus bedrooms, glorious views, great
swimming , boating, x-coun try skiing, and hiking . Priced
low at $122,000. Owner seiling. No agents. Marc at 8296513

BY OWNER. Gray . Completely renovated three bedroom cape with barn. It has a
full dormer, two bathrooms
and a beautiful porch and
deck. Gorgeous pine and
hardwood floors throughout.
$115,000. 797-5887.

SUMMER RENTAL Comfortable two bedroom cottage, all conveniences, fully
furnished , quiet woods, private dock, safe swimming.
July and August. $500 per
week; June and September
$300 per week. (207) 7750343

WINDSURFER for sale .
1989 Bic melody with Obrion
6.0 sail. Excellent beginner
to intermediate package .
Used only five times. $575.
Call 774-3610 . Ask for Eric.

TRI-COUNTY Dog Training
Club offers obedience
classes in Portland for beginner and advanced dogs .
Puppy classes are also
available . Sessions start
every few weeks . Call 7738887

5
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Cruisins Course

~~~I~;,chattcr Cour'$~

Il;u(' Bo... & Captained
O.ily or W<"Ckly

774-9774

l\1itE~_1

WlI.n. "ortland

MAine 04101

Piano
Instruction
Classical, jazz,
Improvisation
Joe Villani

n{j-62S1

Wi:H;~

For Brochure ,lnd Info rmation.
C.1PI. M i<.hdel P. O 'Connor
TlI[ COASTING 'IATU RALIST
Di M i ll o' ~ M ilrl na, Long Whdrl
P.O. Box 7572 • Portland, ME 041 12
1207) 772-8886

I jll' f'i [i C[I jll

574 Congress 5t.
(Above Record Land)

761-8084

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1977 convertible . Looks
great, runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is in excellent condition .
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046

HOUSEKEEPER PLUS!
Need to spend more quality
time with your family? Experienced, organized housekeeper available part-time .
Applies TLC to laundry,
baseboards, refrigerators ,
errands, children, etc .
Excellent references . 797-

IW RABBIT 1984 convertible. 69,000 miles. Well
maintained. Runs great.
A.C., GTI engine . $6000
773-7146

child
THE CHILDREN Express
pre-school has part-time and
full time openings for your 35 year olds . Please call 7978837 for more information.

D J' & for all occasions .
Weddings , parties, private
functions. Featuring the best
in contemporary dance music. Reasonable rates . Call
772-1384
C,D. TUNES - Muzac for all
occasions. Private parties wakes - Bar Mitzvahs .
Cheap rates (under $100)
Call 879-0167

io_

RECORDS, BOOKS, musical instrument yard sale.
Rock, soul, jazz, classical ,
folk, ethnic, other oddness.
In great condition . Books music, consciousness, liberal stuff, weirdness , etc .
Sat. June 24 , 10:00 am
(raindate Sunday) 155
Brackett St., Portland .
Across from Reiche school.
829-6513

MAZDA RX7GSL black
loaded . good condition '
asking $4300. Call evening~
934-1426
HONDA ACCORD 1977.
Clean body and interior.
Needs some work. $250 Call
Dave 773-2805

IheCBW
Cla.sified

Poticy before
completelng his

form . Write legibly
ot type , and use
additional paper

if necessary.

If you derive regular income
from me subjects(s) of your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.

And mank you for
choosir19 Casco Bay Weekly

All charges are per week
Individual
Business
$5.00
$7.00
Up to 30 words
31 -45 words
7.00
9.00
9.00
11.00
46~words
Each Add'i word
.15
.21
3.00
5,00
CBW Box Service

Not for publication: We need the 101lowir19 information
to print your ad . It will be held in strict confidence.

Each of the stamps at right commemorates a US
city whos~ ZIP code appears below. To pass your
first class m postgraduate philately, all you have to
do is match then up,

772-6740
IIN·STORE Demonstra tors) . Male or female 18 or
over. Need money? Anxious
VOLVO 264GL 1978 four to get ahead? Honest and
speed with overdrive, elec- dependable? There are sevtric windows, sunroof. well eral openings in our new
maintained, a dream to drive
marketing division working
$1300, must sell - boughi with a unique young businew car. Call 967-4531, keep ness group in SEARS. NO
trying.
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
if you are enthusiastic, super-sharp , well groomed and
CHEVY CITATION 1982, ambitious. One week 'onfour door, six cylinder, auto., the-job-training with instant
PSlPB, AMlFM, cruise conHIGH income', in nice airtrol, 75,000 miles, excellent
conditioned friendly envicondition , reconditioned
ronment introducing a faninterior/exterior. The perfect
tastic new optional product
graduation present. 781 to store visitors. Immediately
5232
following the above trainingqualification , you can start
TOYOTA
COROLLA work earning $200-$300 per
1979. Only 87,700 miles . week "take-home-pay" plus
CASH BONUSES fur ~p
AM/FM radio/cassette and
good sticker. Needs some producers, working only 6-8
work for long distance driv- hours per day . (also
"manager-trainee" position
ing . Great island or parts
available) All applicants
car. Asking $350. Call Toby
must be neat, bright, eager
773-9724
to learn and READY to
START at ONCE. For further
SUBARU GL 1987 five information andlor interview
speed, stereo cassette, apply in person ONLY. Ask
sunroof, roof rack, fog
for Jim at booth, across from
lights , dark blue metallic,
"Craftsman Tools' in Sears in
mint condition. 31,000 miles . Maine Mall. (no phone calls
$7200. 773-9835
please)

ATTENTION
AUTO OWNERS!

Run your
"Auto For Sale" ad
until you sell your car
(or up to 4 weeks - whichever comes first),

~ I

PORTMANTEAU has a
part-time opening for a summer shop keeper. Ideal person has warmth , wit, style,
neatness , works well independently and is available
nights and weekends . 7747276

DODGE COLT 1988 Excellent condition. Asking $6400 .
BACKSTAGE catering
Call after 6pm. 767- 1370
help needed at musical
events at SeaPAC and the
SAAB 900S 1982, four
Civic Center. Must have valid
door, five speed, 85, 000
drivers license. Pay is $100
miles, sunroof, air, pw, navy
blue metallic Immaculate, a day. Call 657-4476 or 934-

For
Only
Off" good Mlh roupoo only Use 00. Do·lI-YolISdf foon In Ihc Clwifocd scctioo.
All ads mUSI be preplld, check, mooey order, VISa, Me, elt Up to JO words.
Send .d copy, roupoo . nd prep.yment [00 Casco BoylI'cd<ly,
187 au"SIr"', Ponl.nd, ME I»lIl2. Mention da$jf'iOO

NAME _______________________________

DAYTIME PHONE _________________________
PAYMENT:
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ TOTAL WORDS: _ __
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ __ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (o ptional)
SUBTOTAL

:

NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED
. - . - .. - - - . . . . -

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.... ,- . - - -

-

-

.

Check __---"_ Money Order _ ___
Mastercard _ __

Visa _ ___

Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+ -- - - + - - - --

Expiration Date

ART STUDENTS? W e
need a person to hand-letter
signs for our shops , help with
advert. ideas, etc. Call Nick
at the Port Bakehouse. 7730188, or drop in at 263 St.
John SI. shop.
IT'S HERE! Hou se of
Lloyd's Super Party Plan.
Now hiring demonstrators to
show the latest in fashion.
home decor, toy s, and xmas items . Work own hours
from your home. Free $300
kit and training . No
collecting , delivering or
investment. Also booking
CITIZEN ACTION Looking to make a difference ? We
need a few dedicated people
to work on consu mer and
environmen tal issues. NO
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
Training and benefits provided .
Advan c ement
opportunities. Hours are 2-10
pm . Call M.P.A. for an
interview at 761-4400 .

x ______
_

--- .. -- .... - . - _..-.---.- --.-. - - -- .. - - . --- - .. - - - - .. - - .. - - - - -'

Circulating 20,000 oopies weekly in the greater Portland area

-----------------Notice of Early Deadline
In ord~r.to enjoy ~e July 4th holiday, our listings &
advertiSing deadhne for the July 6 issue is June 28.
Please have your materials

_89109
_19106
_38116
_90028
_08401

94109
_20500
__ 10166

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so there could be a 520 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for two
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize).
Winners will be selected from among the correct
entries by a random dra wing. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week' s Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, June 28. The solution
to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in theJuly6
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to:
The Real Puzzle '25
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Str. .t
Portland, ME 041 02

7.
II

' _ .. ;)I...t_JO/Of5

1989 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #23 "Sound track"
20 (Hoot) Gibson
17 (Buzz) Aldrin
6 (Rip) Tom
19I9gy(Pop)
B Saul (Bellow)
11 (Boom Boom) Mancini
12 Alger (Hiss)
18 (Crash) Craddock
13 (Bamm Bamm) Rubble
3 (Slap) Maxwell

5 (Zoot) Sims
9 (Bing) Crosby
2 Francis (Crick)
1 (Rin9) Lardner
14 Wilhelm (Klink)
4 (Rap) Brown
10 Connie (Chung)
15 (Ch_ch) Marin
16 Tommy (Chong)

First prize goes to Linda Shannon of Portland. Second goes to Bill Rixon of Freeport.

0822

CITY _______________________________
STATE ___________ ZIP CODE ______________

•

NURSING and personal
care attendants needed for
hOlistically oriented organiza tion . Flexible hours .
Maybe Someday. 773-3275

COMPANION for disabled
personl elderly, weekly or biweekly. Call 883-5833

ADDRESS ________________________________

MESSAGE:

• SOLUTION: MUl'llPURE TM sysl c ms g ua ranteed to re move chlorine,

bacteria and chemicals

r-----------------

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

First class

• OPPORTUNl1Y:
Distr ibutors needed!

runs and drives beautifully .
Going to grad . school.
$4 ,300. Call 871'()033

SOUTH PORTLAND,
Multi-family yard sale . June
"THE INSIDEOUT TRIO" 24, pam to 3pm . 6 Grand
Real musicians playing live Street. Corner of Preble and
for parties, dances, func- Grand. Rain or shine
tions and fun . Rhythm,
blues , rock, classics and HAVINO A YARD SALE?
jazz . Call Jim 775-8883 days Instead of hand-lettered
or 892-2294 . After 5 for signs on telephone poles ,
advertise it in Casco Bay
bookings.
Weekly . You get up to 30
words for $5 - sell one old
toaster and the ad pays for
itselll

CASCO BAY WEEKLY

• PROBLEM: Drinking

water suppl ies are
becoming contam inated

CLASSIC CAR 1951
Lincoln Cosmopolitan . Rare .
One owner. White walls.
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with lots of chrome .
'Suicide' doors. Luxury car
of another era. Collector's
ISUZU PUP pickup truck.
piece. In remarkably good
shape. $3000 firm. Call 775- 1987. AM/FM cassette . 4
0985. Leave name, number speed. 15,000 miles. $3700.
Call 879'() 117
on machine

SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES

muslca

CUSTOM GUITARS

DATSUN PU 1979 with
cap . Runs good . Needs
welding work for sticker.
$450. 829-6513

'jI"ijI-_

lhe Gasting Natural ist~~

3655 or 799-9625

ROGERS DRUM SET 5
piece, white wooden shells ,
includes top of the line Tama,
Sonor components, and 4
Zildjian cymbals. Complete .
Mint condition. Asking
$1250. Call 883-2567. Ask
for Chris.

CADDY COUPE de Ville
1979. One owner, V-8, power
everything . New battery ,
transmission, no rust.
Dealer-serviced. Great car,
lots of power. Must see.
$2200 firm . Please call 7746357

V()ice

~--

ALONG COASTAL MAINE

$5400
$2800
$2200
$3500
$2850
$2200
$3800
$1750
$1750
$1350

856-0000

8418
SAtLlNG SCHOOL & YACHT CHARTER
Basic 5.JI1lln& COI.Jf'1C!
Sail & rowrr

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwill
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information .pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

tor mount, custom canvas
cover . Good condition.
$1350. 774-5344

9 FOOT styrofoam sailing 14' INT'L 420 sailboat with
dingy with good sails and all trailer. Mainsail, jib and spinaccess. Unsinkable, great naker. Good condition . $895.
774-5344
for kids. $250761-2443

Do,,"" Uruon

SOUTH PORTLAND: Two
bedroom . unfurnished apt. in
quiet, safe neighborhood.
Off-street parking , on-site
laundry . Convenient location . $550 per month plus
utilities. Sorry no pets. 767-

86 Mustang auto
84 Subaru 5-speed
84 Chevette auto
83 Ciera
83 Honda 5--speed
82 Cavaliar auto
80 Blazer auto
79 Monte auto
79 Bonneville auto
66 Chrysler auto

23

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER

Route 302 Westbrook

17' DAYSAILER sailboat
with trailer. Mainsail, iib, ma-

MASTED
THREE
schooners. Fully rigged with
cloth sails. Made from solid
native pine . Finished with
Early American stain . Thirty
~o inches long . $80.00

11" SNARK SAIL boat.
Excellent condition . 6 yrs ..
old, used only 10 times.
Asking $200. Call 774-2135
weekdays or 375-4320 .
Evenings. Ask for Jeff.

1""i9,\KJ
ATTRACTIVE, affordable
office. 553 Congress St.
Second floor . 450 sq. ft.
Great visibility. Private bath ,
heat included. $350, negotiable. 773-4220 or 773-5175

TWO BROTHERS
AUTO SALES

musIc

1"],,gnCliI')!f'l*_
HALF·DUPLEX. Cape
Elizabeth . Two bedrooms ,
living room , dining room ,
kitchen , den, and bath . Full
basement with washer dryer
hookup . Private yard and
driveway . Lease, security
deposit and references .
Available July 1 $750 . 7991401 or 871'()112

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
room mates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

jTjI-i jm rn :Eltif-::I:I·II

saling

Ilifiii!II,Iji't.=-

anima s
MAINE COON kittens .
CFF registered . 100% Maine
pure blood lines . Tabbies in
brown, red and blue without
white Solid blue. Fel V neg .
All shots, wormed. Old time
skag cats . Sorry for not giving you the correct phone
number in the last Issue. Try
again! 549-5764

'T'1III., Iffill.m

animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
bUSiness opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs

by Lynda Barry

a

-

An Urgent Appeal
to the People of Maine

[

The Problem:

The Solution:

• More than 60 Maine residents have already died from AIDS: a 12-year-old boy
from Lewiston, a father of two [rom Presque Isle, a pastry chef from Portland and
a prisoner [rom Thomaston have been among those Maine residents whose lives
have been claimed.

Until now you may not have thought you could help. This is your opportunity to
make a difference.

• During the first 4 months of 1989, 28 new cases of AIDS were diagnosed in
Maine. This represents a dramatic rise over 1988, when the total number of
cases diagnosed in the state was 25.

r

The Maine Health Foundation is a private, nonprofit, 100% volunteer organization. The Maine Health Foundation is Maine's only statewide fundraising organization for AIDS-related programs. Yourcontribution to the Maine Health Foundation PWA Financial Assistance Fund will go directly to PWAs in Maine.
The Maine Health Foundation has formed an important
". new membership opportunity known as Helping Other
People in Need Generously (HOPING). In 1989 we
hope to find 1,000 people who will make a difference by
contributing $200 annually. The $200,000 raised will
enable us to provide continued financial assistance to the
women, and children who so desperately need your help.

• 150 Mainers are currently living with AIDS. Case range in age from
4 to 80. The number of cases will at least double by January 1991!
• Many people living with AIDS (PWAs) are trying to make ends meet
on disability checks of as little as $220 per month. In the past, the Maine
Health Foundation has provided up to $200 per month of fmancial assistance
to PW As to cover such basics as housing, childcare, and medical care when all
other means of support have been exhausted.
• The rapid escalation of AIDS cases in Maine has created an unprecedented
demand for assistance funds that far exceeds contributions.
• The Maine Health Foundation PWA Financial Assistance Fund is in
crisis!

~hl~~noJ JUti11

·,

INC,

1

i

L.I

Funding AIDS-Related Programs Since 1983

r

Here's what HOPING membership will mean for you:
• HOPING members will have the satisfaction of knowing their
tax-deductible donation is being used to dramatically erthance the
quality of life of Maine people living with AIDS.
• HOPING members will receive membership cards entitling them to a
50% discount on admission to all Maine Health Foundation concerts,
cruises and events.
• HOPING members will receive the Maine Health Foundation newsletter
which will keep you informed about how your donation has made a
difference to your neighbors in Maine.
• You will not be solicited again by the Maine Health Foundation
throughout the year!
For the price of a fast food lunch ($3.85) per week, you can make the
difference. Please ... give today. Give generously.

r-----------------------------------------------,

·,

Yes, I'm HOPING!

·

o

;

I want to become a member of HOPING with a
tax-deductible donation of $200.
Check enclosed
Charge my VISAjMasterCard
Acct# .... ........... ............... ................... ... .., ................... ... .
Signature ........................................................................ .
Expiration date ......................... ...................................... .
Charge my VISA/MasterCard $50 every quarter for
one year.

o
o
o

··

.
;,.'

Name .......................................................................................... .
Phone ......................................................................................... .
Address ............................ ................ ......................................... ..

o

You may 0 You may not
use my name in media publications.

Send this coupon & your donation to:

o Yes, I want to help Maine people living with AIDS.
Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
Enclosed, my tax-deductible donation of $ .......................... .
P.O. Box 7329cbw, Ponland, ME 04112
L _______________________________________________
For more information call: 772-2717

~

